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INTRODUCTION

I~ the spring of 1882 Prof. Spencer F. Baird, secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution, and United States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, sent the writer
to the Commende» Islands, in the North Pacific Ocean off the coast of Kamchatka,
for the purpose of. collecting specimens for the United States National Museum
and to investigate thenatural history of the islands in general. Bering and Copper
Islands were visited from May, 1882, to September, 1883, and it was thus possible,
during two full seasons, to study the fur seals and the fur-seal industry of these
islands and their distribution and to make maps and sketches of the seal rookeries.
At that time pelagic sealing had not yet begun and the Commander Islands, which
belong to Russia, were at the zenith of their productivity, the take of sealskins during
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290 BULLETIN OF THE BUREAU OF FISHERIES

the years 1880 to 1889 averaging 44,363 per year. The insight into the fur-seal
industry thus gained during its most prosperous period was of great value later.
With the year 1892 began the terrible onslaught of pelagic sealers on the seal herd
of tllft CQmlpander '. Islands, which resulted ,jn, an aver~~ loss of sabout 100,000
seaka;yeailn excess ofthe nornl,li,lw'ortality'of thehcrd." . !

In 1895 the United States FisH' Commission, wishing to obtain reliable informa
tion as to the status of the fur-seal industry in the North .Pacific, commissioned
Dr. F. VV. 'True and the writer to proceed to the seal islands, Doctor True to report
on the Pribilof Islands while to this author was allotted the investigation of the
Commander Islands. 'The stay on the Commander Islands lasted from July 3 to
September 16, during which time all the rookeries were thoroughly investigated,
photographed, and mapped. As a result, of this trip there was published in the
bulletin of the United States Fish Commission (Vol. XVI, 1896) the writer's report
bIT The Russian Fur-Seal ~sl!1nds,l. (l~8 pp. and 66 pls., including maps of both
islands and every rookery, sllo\vipg the distribution of the seals in 1883 and 1895).

As a member of tho Commission on, Fur-Seal Investigations appointed by
.President Cleveland in 1896,toact in conjunction with commissioners appointed
by Groat Britain. and Canada with special reference to the effect of the regulations
'made by the Paris Arbitration Tribunal for the protection of the seal herd, the writer
:again visited the Pribilof Islands,' spending 10 days there. The Commander Islands
'were next visited, and the rookeries on both islands were inspected and photographed
,~etwee'ri July' 30 and August 8, after which the writer proceeded to the Kuril
Islands belonging to Japan. On August 29 and 31 the then Russian seal rookery,
Robben Island, in the Okhotsk, Sea off the east coast of Sakhalin, was inspected,
photographed, and mapped. During the summer of 1896, therefore, practically all
of the fur-seal rookeries of the North Pacific, Bering Sea, and Okhotsk Sea were

.inspected.
" In 1897 the writer again inspected the Russian islands. "I'he entire sealing
'season, IrpmJuly 7 to September 2, was spent on Copper Islfl,ncl and, Bering Island
studying the various problems with special reference to the.efl'~t' of pelagic sealing

tan the greatly reduced Russian herd.
!, During five sealing seasons on the Commander Islands it husthusiheerr-possible
for the writer to gain an intimate knowledge of the fur-seal question, not only
during the period of' greatest expansi(}ii;'b.ht1lilso dUring the period of greatest decline
due to, the nefarious practice of pelagic, slaughter by for~i~n sealers, , ,. ' i

:'~;,:'Th6'final'report ali 'this workwas published hi' volume 4' of' thehlrge 'Report
'd£:£We FllriSeal Investigatioris, 1896..!.97,' 'as Part'rv of 'Tne i.FUt"' S~dl~r'iu.id' 'Filr~Sea1
'Islandsof,fhe North Paci{'ich;Y"DavldBtah·iJordan liild;a;ss6eiates:"uridl:lt Ui'etitle

.,' ; " -', ' " ..., : .,', ,', " " " "_', . t" -,,_.'

·rpbeWsiatitliFdr-Seal Island« 'and Fur-Seal Industry (1898, 384' PIJ.,'l'l'3pls.;'irrcItid-
:ingldiltirams: and maps). 'In; thi~ rebort,' which I will' beref~rre(hd Jh:e~eaftier 'n!l.l3rely
,a~ iThe :Asiatic Fur-Seal-Islands, a detailed: description/is' giv.eh'\0f~ithe'islands, the
'flor.a and-fuuna;' tho inhabitants.uhe'fur-soal industry-and its;historyion th.e Russian
.islsnds.from their ;fjrstdiscov'ery i1r1.74>1 to, and i including 1897 ,u,accbmpanied by
photographs 'and maps: of' all the: rookeries showing, thedisteibution !of the 'serulsin
1882-,83aintl 1895.1897.. The reportl'l~lsbincludes·afullaccount-ofthe, JaparlcSe
fur-seal islands and pelagic sealing on the Japanese and Russian coasts.

1 This report was reprinted in Alaska Industries, House Document No. 92, part 4,1898, pp. 613-754, pls, 1-67.
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The investigations of the commission indisputably. demonstrated ~l~o fact
that the disastrous decline of the various seal herds was due to pelagic sealing alone,
It was made equally .evident that the measures of protection devised by the Pari~ .
tribunal for the conservation of the seals were utterly inadequate and that if .relief
were not afforded soon the seal herds would eYentuallyl~e destroyed commercially.
The regulations made by tho Paris tribunal legalized pelagic sealing during the migra
tions of the seals in the Pacific Ocean south of Bering Sea. The American sideof
the latter was closed to all pelagic sealing until August 1, after which date it W~s

permitted up to 'within 60 miles' of the Pribilof Islands, it being supposed that..tht!il
time limit and zone sufficed for the protection of the female seals during the.breeding
season. It should be noted that the regulations of the Paris tribunal related only
to the Pribilofs, the ,American islands, and not to the Russian or Commander.Islands,
over which the tribunal had no jurisdiction. Russia, in the meantime, negotiated
a separate treaty with Great Britain for the protection of the herd of the Com
maudsr Islands; but illusory as was the American protection, that devised for the
Russian islands was even worse, for the protecting zone was fixed at 30 miles around
the Commander Islands with no restrictive time limit during the breeding season.',

In the meantime the annual yield from the killing of bachelor seals on land an~

breeding females at sea was gradually dwindling, and a flourishing industry, the
income from which had more than reimbursed the United States for tho 'entire
original purchase price of Alaska, was threatened, with extinction when the Govern,.:'
ments of'theUnitedStates, Great Britain, Russia, and Japan finally realized that
somethinghad to bedone. The negotiations that followed resulted in the abolition
of legal pelagic .sealing by the nationals of the four. powers .in the North Pacific
and adjacent seas, a convention to that effect being concluded in Washington on
July 7, 1911. .... .... '.. .. '

The beneficial effect of this treaty became apparent almost immediately on
the Prihilof Islands. Despite the cessation of commercial land killing for five years,
which retarded the rehabilitation of tho herd, the 111,1111ber of seals increased {roIll
ah~ut 216,000 in 1912 to approximately 605,000 in 1922. Returnsfrom the Japa~
ese Government of the 10 per cent of the skins taken on Robben Island indicated
similarly improved conditions there, Only from the Russian islands no authentic
'information was. forthcoming. Tho question as.to whether this lack of information
was due solely to the distracted condition of the Far East after the Russian revolu
tion or whether other oircumstances were responsible naturally arose, in view of the
factthat the treaty of July 7, 1011, was to continue in force for a period of 15 years
from December 15, 1911, and thercn:fter until terminated by 12 months' written
notice,\~hich'.notice might be given at the expiration 9f.14 y'~ars·~conse~ll·l«(nqy un
oraftor December 15,1925. Early in 1922, thcroforo,thq Department of Commerce
de'cided to make an investigation ofeonditions existing there...'. .

. B~fause of the writer's previous experience in fur-seal Illat.tors in As~atic,waters
he wasdetajled by the United S~ates National Museum to,Gond;ucttheil~vestigatil;),n

for the Department of Commerce, and, had to aid .him Ct,pt.CadE, Lindquist,uf
Oa~l~nd; .C~lif.,.rhose 14 yearsof service, 011 various:,ves~el~ in, Asiatic. waters ,ll:lia
familiarity wfHlSealing c(mdi~~on~ma~e his assistance i,~valuabl?:. ':"<i:l';:; i .. ,
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The writer wishes to express his thanks to Mr. Henry O'Malley, Commissioner
of Fisheries, who made possible this visit to the Commander Islands, and who
placed at our disposal every facility for visiting the various rookeries and for study
ing the fur-seal question from all angles, as well as securing for our assistance the
services of Capt. C. E. Lindquist. 'I'o myoId friend Captain Lindquist I also express
my appreciation and thanks, and I gratefully acknowledge the help and courtesies
received from all members of the crews of the Coast Guard cutters Mojave and
Algonquin, on which transportation was had to and from the islands, and particularly
from Ward T. Bower, of the Bureau of Fisheries, who contributed so much to the
success of the investigation.

INVESTIGATION OF THE COMMANDER ISLANDS IN 1922

ITINERARY

According to the original plan the investigation was to have continued for
about one month, but because of bad weather, delays in transportation, etc., only
16 days in all were spent on the islands, during most of which time conditions
were unfavorable for photographing and inspecting the rookeries.

The first place visited was Glinka, the southern rookery village of Copper
Island, which was reached on July 24, 1922, on the Coast Guard cutter Alqonqwin,
No officials were located at the village, only a rookery guard of 10 natives.. These
we interrogated as to the condition of the Glinka rookeries, intimating that it was
desired to inspect them, but the guards were unwilling to allow this without a
permit from the fisheries official located at the main village. We therefore pro
ceeded to that point and received permission to go ashore from the government
manager of the fur industry of the islands. There being no sealing, all the
inhabitants were assembled in the village and we were met with tho greatest
hospitality and good will. The condition of the natives was better than we had
anticipated, though we found them lacking in good clothing, especially shoes, and
also in certain provisions.

The authority recognized by the officials and inhabitants was that of the
Merkulof government at Vladivostok and of the governor of the Kamchatka district,
and the old white-blue-red flag of Imperial Russia was displayed at the signal bluff
above the village. We were told that a number of Japanese seal poachers were
being held in custody, having been taken prisoner the day before, and their schooner,
which had been seized, was seen lying at anchor in the little cove of the village.

As the weather absolutely prevented any rookery work on Copper Island we
decided to proceed as soon as possible to Bering Island. The island manager
accompanied us in order to authorize our stay at that island, and toward evening
on July 26 we landed at Nikolski, the main village.

On July 28 North Rookery was inspected and, Itsfar as the rain and gale would
allow, photographed. The weather continued rainy with heavy fog until August 1,
but the time was not entirely lost as the writer was given free access to the official
archives from the records of which valuable extracts were made relating to the
fur-seal industry of the islands during the 25 years since our last visit.
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The fog continued to hang so low over the island that it was impossible to
make further observations on the rookeries, and on August 8 we departed on the
Coast Guard cutter Mojave. Robben Island, in the Okhotsk Sea, was visited on
August 11, and on August 20 we arrived at Hakodate, where the firm that had
entered into a contract with the Vladivostok government for the handling of the
Commander Islands furs for the next three years and the provisioning of the
inhabitants was interviewed.

On August 30 a brief interview was had at Tokyo with the fur expert who
visited the Commander Island's in 1915 and 1916 and inspected the seal rookeries
there, and in Yokohama much valuable informatibn was obtained from a former
administrator of the Commander Islands, who served-from 1907 to 1917.

THE RUSSIAN FUR-SEAL ISLANDS

In 1898 the fur-seal islands still belonging to the Russian Crown consisted of
the Commander Islands, located off Kamchatka between the Pacific Ocean and
Bering Sea, and Robben Island in the Okhotsk Sea. The latter island was ceded to
Japan in the treaty of peace following the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5. There
remain, therefore, in Russian possession at the present date only the Commander
Islands.

CONDITION OF THE COMMANDER ISLANDS IN 1922

The Commander or Komandorski Islands, SQ named after Commander Bering,
who discovered the group in 1741, comprise two main islands-Bering and Copper
(Miedni)-situated off the east coast of Kamchatka between 54° 33' and 55° 22'
north latitude and 165040' and 168 0 9' east longitude; about 750 miles west of the
Pribilof Islands. Bering Island is about 50 miles long by an average of 10 miles
wide, and Copper Island 30 miles long by 2 miles wide on the average. Both
islands are very mountainous, the altitude of the highest peak on Bering Island,
Mount Steller, being given as 670 meters 2 (2,198 feet), and that on Copper Island,
Mount Stejneger, as 637 meters s (2,090 feet).

BERING ISLAND

During my former visits the seals on Bering Island were distributed between
two rookeries-great North Rookery, situated on the northernmost prolongation
of the island (Severni Mys or Cape Yushin), and South Rookery, situated about
midway on the western coast of the island-but the latter rookery is now extinct.

Reef, North Rookery, in 1922.-This rookery was formerly the largest and most
important on the Commander Islands and has, perhaps, received the greatest at
tention. The inspection in 1922 took place on July 28.

Upon arrival at the rookery great changes from former days wer~ noticed.
Several of the old buildings were missing, among them the small house of the sealer
near the salt house, as well as the house marked on.the 1895 map as the II cossack's
house." Nearly every trace of the II abandoned village"of the same map had dis-

I Fedtschenko, Boris: Flore des lies du oommendeur, 1006, p. 1. Cmcovle.
I Morozewlcz, J.: M6molres du Comlt6 06ologlque (N. S.), Pt. 72, 1912, p. 45.
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appeared, and many of the sod' huts' of the" new village" were in ruins. In their
place'alargcframe house 'had beenerected by the Government just back of the old
village for occupancy by the overseer and other officials, evideritly built' ata time'
when the rookery was ina more flourishing condition but now plainly showing
evidence of decay. 'Asnb sealing was going on at this season; the native population
was congregatedut the Saranna village, nearly 7 miles farther east, busy with
catching and drying salmon for winter food, and only a guard of a dozen young men
was located at the rookery village. The salt house, which contained nothing but
a small quantityof old and discolored salt, was in a very dilapidated condition.
The floor was covered 'with mold arid slime' and had rotted away in places; theroOf
was leaking badly.' . , ' '

The decay of the buildings was as nothing, however, compared with the deso
lation presented to view from the salt-house platform overlooking the rookery, from
which the writer's first sketch of the .teeming masses of seals was madejust 40
years.before (July 30, 1882; see: plate 20,. Asiatic Fur-Seal Islands). At first only
a.few: straggling bulls could be discovered on the. main rookery and a handful of
seals on the Sivutchi Rocks. Presently, as the overseer pointed them out, a thin
line of seals-was, observed above the grass to the left. In the beginning some diffi
culty was experienced in becoming oriented, as the first things looked for were the
white" sands" and" parade grounds." where the breeding harems used to be lying
in thick masses with the characteristic black" band" of seals obliquely across the
saddy;'gentlyround'ed peninsula' (fig. 1):To the writer's astonishment it 'became
~pP'areht tha't this entirespace, except avery narrow fringe of whitish sand :along
the northern edge, was o';"ergrown with a tall, dense growth of coarse grass (Ely
rhus), and that 'not only' was' this' grand rookery depleted almost beyond belief,
bitt ,it must have been so-for a 'considerable period for this gravelly surface to have
becomesodensely overgrown withvegetation. '

. ~edescended on the rookery. It was low tide, and we walked out to tho largo
rocks dih~ct.l.y north or the 'peninsula without seeingn cow or pup sOIlI; over ground
where formerly thousands of seals bred and-where it would have been impossible to
have walked except in the spring before the seals had arrived or during the sealing
season when taking part in a drive. Occasionally a roaming bull or half' bull, of
'f~ichtpqre; seemedto be ag,r~at superfluity, would amble across our path appar
en~ly in: sel~rc'll of cows:. Br this tim? the wind had increased almost to a gale so
that, it was impossible ti) set up a 'trip()d and camera, and a few instantaneons
exposures with the small koda~ were the only photographs that could be secured.
The extent of the arc covered by the seals was sketched in on the map (fig. 8) 4 and
an 'attempt was then made to estimate the number of seals present on the rookery.

The first location of our observation point being found very unsatisfactory
(fig. 3) 5, we proceeded cautiously to the western edge of the reef and there gained
a ~dn1e~vhatbetter view (fig. '4); An attempt was then made to count 'the bulls,
tit'I~ast, butthe'C6Unt was quite illusory. It is certain that among the females
th~re were many bulls' which we could not and did not see. At a rough esti
mate, based 'orithe Vanous"counts" '·by the writer, ' Captain Lindquist; Mr;

• The accuracy of this has since been verified from the photographs.
I This was chiefly because only a few seals could be seen. For comparison with conditions in 1895 and 1897 photographs

from nearly the same standpoint are added (figs. 5 and 6).
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FlO. J .- N ort h Rookery, Der ing Island, J uly 13,!1897, 1.30 p. m., i"om dri veway . Sunsbiue

] 11(1. 2.-Nort h Rookery, ]3 ring Island, July 28, 1922, 1.30 p . m ., rrom same stundpoint US above Rntn
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FIG. 4.-Korth Rookery, Bering Is lan d, July 28,1922 ,1 p. m. From photo st ation No.2 shown in Figure 7. Rain



B ULL. . B . F. , 1925. (Doc. 986)

FIG. 5.-Part of North Rookery, Bering Island, July 13, 1897, 1 p . m , F rom nearly the same sta ndpoin t as Figure 3
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,

F IG. G.- P art or K ort h R ookery , Bering Island, 1 95. From same stan dpoin t as Figure 5
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FIG. 7.-Kishotchn oye Rookery, Bering Island , July 13, 1897, 2 p. m . Nort hern third from north end of rookery
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Pyeshkof,and the native overseer, about 100 bulls, "idle"or otherwise, were. actu
ally seen, but it would not be surprising if there were as many, more 'lying down
among the females or hidden behind rockswhich escaped our observation. After
a reconsideration of all the various factors· involved, we .reaffirm our first im
pression that the total number of seals, exclusive of pups, on North Rookery on
JulY,28, 1922, did not equal the rough count .of seals on Kishotchnoye Rookery

.Distribution ojSealj Jf22

tli.

•C'

t

MAP
of

North Rookery Bering, Islana
Dy' r

Leonhard'Stejneger
Seala .

"...
,II'

)i'1G. 8.-North Rookery, Bering Island, showing distribution of seals July 28, 1922,aecordingto SteJlieger

on July 16, 1897, viz, 3,000 (Asiatic Fur-Seal Islands, p. 166). The seals were
lying in a comparatively thin belt along the western edge of the Reef proper-from
the extreme northern point of the "peninsula" halfway down toward the large
rock marked on the map as Babin. In addition, 'two harems-were ueen on the
outlying rock known as Little (Mali) Sivutchi Kamen, while a -few others,
probably less than a dozen, were located on the outer or northern side of Sivutchi
Kamen itself (fig. 8).

42279-25t-2
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Returning from the rookery a final attempt was made to take a photograph
from the identical station and-with the same lens employed in 1897, but owing to
the fierce wind and the rain the plate shows nothing beyond the fact that the grass
now extends over the entire area formerly showing up white-the ," sands "nnd
"parade grounds" (fig. 2).

Kishotchnoye Rookery.~The chapter relating to the fur seals on this and many
other Commander ISlands rookeries must now necessarily read like the famous
chapter on reptiles in Iceland: There are none. Even as late as 1910 there were
still a few seals left on this beach, which in 1882 was continuous with the Heef
Rookery, but the seals have long since left it completely (fig. 8). :

( South Rookery or Poludionnoye Roo7cery.-This rookery, which WfLS located on
th,e west coast of Bering Island about 20 miles south of Nikolskivillnge,is long since
extdnct, as was to be expected. In 1897, when the seals on that small rookery
were counted, there were only 2 able-bodied harem bulls and about 526 cows.
Tiw rookery, .as such, ceased to exist shortly thereafter.

COPPER ISLAND

A visit to the Copper Island rookeries wns prevented by the unfavorable
weather conditions, the shortness of the time available, and the lack of trans
portation. The account given the writer by the overseer at Glinka, however,
was sufficiently detailed to present a fairly reliable picture of the actual situ
ation. What was said of·, the conditions there seemed to us, who had not visited
thp rookeries in question since 1897, almost incredible in spite of our faith in ;the
reliability of our informant, but his account received a startling confirmation
when we witnessed the destruction that had taken 'place on Bering Island. . It
was a shock to learn that the big complex of rookeries known as the Karabelnoye
Rookeries had been totally wiped out, not a single seal remainingvand that ;the
Karabolnoye village had been abandoned years ago. \

! The fur-seal rookeries on Copper Island were formerly distributed intwo l~rge
groups on the west coast of the island with the corresponding sealing villages ~nd

salt houses on the opposite side, viz, a northern group (Knrabelni) about SYi! nautical
m~)es south of the main villago (Preobrazhenskoye) , and Glinka, about the sqme
distance.further. south,' neal' thp southeastern end of the island. The capacity of
these rookeries at that rtime was in excess of the Bering Island rookeries, hnd
K~rabelni's wae.slightly-Iess.fhan-one-half that of Glinka. ForthEl,sake of ~ni-
Iormity the scant data available are given under their separate headings. :

i Glinlca'roo7ceries...,......"The Glinka rookeries consist of a string ofnio;re or jess
is~lated beaches, each with a distinct rookery name, spreading over a .st~gtcli of
cOti'iitii'pprox'ima'tely 5" statute miles long. From north to south the. principal fea
tures .are named as follows: .Lebiazhe, Urili, Zapadnoye, Sabatcha Dira, Palata,
Zapalata, Sikatchinskoye (Vodopad), Gavarushetche, and Babitche. In 1897 the
first and the last were' inhabited by bachelors only, and the others ranked in impor
tance .in the following order : Palata, Urili, Zapalata, Zapadnoye, Sikatchinskoys,
Gavarushetche, and Sabatcha Dira, In 1910, according to Suvorof, the sequence
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was: Zapalata, Urili, Lebiazhe, Zapadnoye, Sikatohinskoye, .Palata, Babitche,
and Gavarushetche, while Sabatcha Dira had disappeared as a-rookery.

In 1922 the seals had practically disappeared south of Palata. Where 25
years ago they were in evidence at Sikatchinskaya and other places, as shown by
Figure 9, now there was none. Palata itself, one of the grandest views on the island 0

(Plate 72, Asiatic Fur-Seal Islands), had shrunk to a handful of seals. Khabarof
mentioned 25 big bulls and about 35 CO\"s. Zapadnoye also had vanished, but
Urili and Lebiazhe were still holding their own; that is, in comparison with the
last 10 years or more.

Karabelnoye Rooke7"ies.-'l'he rookeries opposite Karabelnoye village were more
contiguous than those at Glinka (see Plate 99, Asiatic Fur-Seal Islands) and extended
not more than about 172 statute miles along the coast. Most of the coves under
the overhanging cliffs were difficult of uccess from the land side and individually
less significant than the Glinka rookeries, hence they have always been treated
of as a whole and no estimate made of the seals occupying each cove or rock. In
1896 I thought there were still 10,000 breeding seals present on those beaches. In
1910 there were still some left at Nerpitcha Bukhta (or Nerpitchi Kamen), for
Suvorof 'estimated the number present at 3 bulls and 150 cows. In 1911 the last
seal disappeared, and in 1922 Karabelnoye rookery was ancient history.

NEW HAULING GROUNDS

There has always been a tendency among the Commander Islands fur seals,
at least among the bachelors, to haul out in new places at certain seasons. This
was noticed in 1882 and 1883, hut at that time it was attributed to the continued
expansion of the rookeries, which compelled the bachelors to occupy new ground as
they were being crowded out of the breeding area. Thus on Bering Island the

..beach at Kisikof (Tisikof) (Plate 94, Asiatic Fur-Seal Islands) was taken possession
of in 1882; similarly on Copper Island bachelors at Glinka were hauling out in
Gorelaya Bukhta north of Lebiazhi Mys and at the other end at Kulomakh beyond
Babinskaya Bukhta. At the latter place in 1895 there were a few half bulls left
when on August 2 of that year Mr. Grebnitski and the writer camped on that very
beach. Likewise at Lebiazhi Mys only bachelors formerly hauled out. It seems, how
ever, as if with the diminishing rookeries the cows, possibly attracted by the half bulls,
that had hauled out there and become unduly numerous in proportion, must also
have come ashore at some of these points, thus creating new breeding grounds; for
in 1910 Suvorof reports 700 cows and a number of bachelors at Lebiazhe and 200
cows and 200 black pups at Babitche, though in neither place did he see any bulls.

It should therefore, perhaps, not cause great surprise that in 1921 and 1922 seals
were reported to have hauled out on Bering Island not far from Northwest Cape,
and at the southeastern extremity of Copper Island as early as 1917. In fact, it
was at this recently formed hauling ground that the Japanese raiders, to be men
tioned later on in this report, were caught killing seals. It was said by the natives
on Bering Island that the seals hauled out near Northwest Cape consisted ofsome

... Palata [In 1882 and 1883] to the looker-on coming over tho mountains, was probably the most Impressive rookery view In
the whole Commander Islands group. The solid blackening masses of breeding seals, filling tbe gulley to overflowing and extend
1ngunder the blufla and along the beach on both sides, was a sight never to be forgotten." (Asiatic Fur-Seal Islands, p, 146).
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bulls and many females, as well as bachelors. However, it was expressly stated
that no black pups were seen, and consequently the gathering did not as yet rep
resent a new breeding ground. The ability of the natives to distinguish females
and bachelors on shore at some distance is not always to be trusted, as the writer
has had opportunity to observe on several occasions. We have even seen them
quarrel over individual seals in the mixed drives on Bering Island. On the other
hand, if cows returning from the feeding grounds to the northwest of the island
should happen to pass by a band of half bulls and bachelors hauled out on a beach
or reef there would be nothing surprising in their going ashore, either for a rest or a
frolic. With the large number of superfluous bulls and half bulls on the Bering
Island North Rookery it is quite likely that some of them hauled out by themselves
in their search for stray cows. It is therefore improbable that we have here to deal
with the incipient formation of new rookeries, although it is possible that when bulls
are disproportionately abundant new breeding grounds may become established in
just such a way.

SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS IN 1922

In view of the above, the condition of the Commander Islands seal rookeries
in 1922 must be characterized as highly deplorable. Large and flourishing rooker
ies, the breeding population of which as late as 1897 was still to be reckoned in
thousands, had entirely vanished, while those remaining had shrunk to about one
tenth of what they were at that time.

In addition to this numerical decline there is another ominous circumstance to
be recorded, which bodes ill for the future of the Commander Islands herd, viz,
the greatsuperabundance of old males on the breeding grounds. The evil elfects
of the five years' prohibition of killing after the conclusion of the treaty of 1911,
which in spite of the predictions of experts was established on the Pribilof Islands,
have proved even more disastrous on the Commander Islands. With the..
number of seals fallen below the 18,000 mentioned in Article XII of the treaty,
the continued suspension of land killing of males except such as maybe necessary
for the support of the natives of the islands is bound to increase the handicap of the
herd. The disorganization of the orderly rookeryser:vice, the trampling of the
newborn seals, and, as mentioned above, the possibility of the unmated bulls at
tempting to start rival rookeries, are logical consequences of' the' policy of leav
ing the management of biological problems like those involved in ·this business
to persons unversed in such matters.

EXPLANATION OF CONDITIONS

The debacle of the Commander Islands fur-seal herd is not of to-day or yester
day;.it dates back to the beginning of pelagic sealing on the Asiatic side of the
North.Pacific Ocean. It will not be necessary to go into detail with regard to the
origin and early phases of this destructive business,as they have already been
fully dealt with in a previous report (Asiatic Fur-Seal Islands, pp. ·190.,-21G),and
it will suffice merely to quote from the summary of that paper on page 20:3:

* * * the known pelagic" Asiatic catch" from 1892-1897 was about 295,000 skins. Allow
ing8,OOOskins for the Kurils and Tiuleni, the known loss in that period to the Commander Islands
herd was about 287,000 seals, apart from the loss of wounded ones, etc. The number of seals
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killed on the islands in the same period was 119,708.' The pelagic catch was therefore consldcrubly
more thuntwiec as large as that on the islands, while the loss to the herd from that cause was much
greater, due to 'Ktarved pups and seals shot but not secured. It is certainly noexaggeration to
say that the actual loss to the herd in those six years has averaged 100,000 a year, more than one-half
of which were females, * * *.

It will thus be necessary only to pick up the historical thread of the destruction
since the close of the investigations of 1897.
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HISTORY OF THE COMMANDER ISLANDS FUR-SEAL ROOKERIES AND FUR-SEAL

INDUSTRY SINCE 1897

CONDITIONS AT THE END OF 1897

Two factors played an important role in the decrease of seals on the Commander
Islands-the action of the Russian administration, which, in negotiations with the
British pelagic sealing interests, accepted the 3D-mile zone limit without .time
restriction, and the optimism of the local officials, whose estimates of the number
of seals still on the rookeries were based wholly upon the so-called counts, of
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the natives and their Cossack overseers, whose ideas of numerical figures that
exceeded 10,000 were very fantastic indeed. On one occasion a Cossack, being
told by Governor Grebnitski to count the seals on Bering North Rookery, returned
within an hour and reported having counted considerably more than 100,000 seals.

In 1896 the writer reluctantly made an estimate of the number of
seals breeding on the rookeries of both islands, claiming for it only a remote
approximation, the chief merit of which was that it would serve to eliminate fanciful
estimates that had no foundation in any tangible facts. The figure presented was
65,000 breeding seals on both islands, which would presume a maximum presence of
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FIG. Il.-Karabelnoye Rookery, Oopper Island, showing distribution of seals in 1805,according to Stelneger

about' 36;000 females (including 2-year-olds) at anyone time; but for the same year
the assistant administrator estimated the number of cows on both islands at
about 135,000.7 No wonder they went on killing as they did.

The rookeries on the Commander Islands were at that time "raked and scraped"
for thelastbachelor seal to suchan extent that while it might have been safe to
have killed 7,000 seals-that year,actually 14,472 were taken, or more than twice
as many. After 1897, however, additional factors appear, which make it impor
tant .to review the fur-seal industry on the Commander Islands in some detail in
order to fully understand what has happened to the seal herd.

1 Suvoro!: Komnndorskl Ostrova, 1012,p. 170.
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CONDITIONS AF'l'Im IS\)7 UNTIL TIlE TREATY OF 1911
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Pelagic scaUng.-The first circumstance to be noted is that pelagic sealing, which
started so destructively to the Russian herd in 1892, continued without let or hin
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absolutely valueless as a protection for the seals. Moreover, pelagic sealing on the
Asiatic side was fully four times as disastrous, in proportion to the stock of seals,
on the Russian islands as WIlS the destruction visited on the American seals. The
pelagic catch fell off so rapidly as to become unprofitable to the Canadian and Amer-
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ican schooners, which were gradually driven out of the business by the Japanese,
who, because of their cheaper outfit and . labor, were able to make a big profit
where foreign schooners would starve. In addition, the Japanese Parliament passed
a law in March, 1897, by which, from April 1, 1898, under certain conditions, a money
subsidy was paid to the Japanese sealers," a law that was not repealed until 1909
(Imperial Japanese Decree No. 173, June 26, 1909).
, The awardof the Paris tribunal, with its partial protection of a 60-mile zone
around the seal islands and the close of hunting in Bering Sea until August 1, as
well as the elimination of firearms, applied only to the American and not to the
Russian islands. In addition, the 30-mile limit thrown around the Commander
Islands was only a separate treaty agreement between Great Britain and Russia
and bound no other nations. Thus when the Canadians ceased pelagic sealing on
the Asiatic side.and the Japanese took it up, even that slim protection was done
away with. Although utterly valueless as a protection against regular pelagic seal

ing, the 30-mile zone had afforded a fair defense against raids on the rookeries by
poaching schooners, against whom the i~ miles of the Territorial waters was qf very
little protection because of the frequent dense fogs which made it is anfll~Y: task
for the marauders to get close up to the rookeries unobserved. The Japnnese were
not restricted to the use of bow and arrows, but employed the shotgun ~ithall its
terrible waste of life. As their catches steadily increased in spite of the dwindling of
the herd, it is evident that the Japanese were gaining efficiency from their experience,
rtn~there is also reason for believing that the increase was due, at least partially,
to the taking of oversized skins, for which the earlier Canadian and' American
sealershad no .market.

Theseriousness of the Japanese pelagic sealing and the terrible inroads made
upon the Commander Islands herd may be fully understood by a glance at the follow
ing table, ,t:!lainlY derived from Suvorof (Komandorski Ostrova, 1912, p. 42).

N :Umber of Japanese sealing vessels and their catch, from J897 to 1910, inclusive
n ,. ---._-- --

Year Sehoon- Skins Skins per Year Schoon- Skins Skins per
ers taken 'schooner ners taken schooner

------....,~
1807 ........ m ..'.. .. ~ .......... 14 5,247 375 100.0.•.•...•.•••...•...•.....•. 29 10,03.0 346
1808............ !c. c........... 16 4.860 304 1906.•••...•.•...•.....•.•..••• 29 10,176 351
1899 ............ .'.,';., •..•..•.• 12 '6, .018 543 1007........................... 35 10,420 298
1000 .•••..•.•......••.. .;....... 15 7.533 502 1908........................... 31 13,35.0 430
1001.............'............... 19 6,94.0 366 WOO.••..•.....•.•.........•.•• 35 10,465 200
1902 ......... __................ 1.5 7,462 497 1910 ........................... 37 8,300 2251903____ ~~,..,'~ _____________ : _____ 21 11,240 .s35 ---
1904... . cc", . .,..c,~ .:.....•..•.. 28 1.0,698 .sIil TotaL.................. ---------- 128,263

~'-

If it istakcn into consideration that about 30 per cent more seals were shot
at. than seeur~d, and if allowance is made for one-third of these seals. having
escaped witl[:'tlieir lives, it will be seen that the total number killed by the Japanese
alone duringthose 14 years can scarcely have been less than 154,000, of which prob
ably not less than 92,000 were cows, not to mention the loss to the herd due to the
consequent starvationof the pups on the rookeries and the unborn young of the
cows killed.

IEor more detailed provtstons or the law see Asiatic Eur-Seal Islands', p, 32.'l.
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.Thenextcalarnity that befell the Commander Islands seal herd was incidental
to the Russo-Japanese war of 1904-5. Details of the wanton destruction. are
Iacking;: but the rookery raids, which were not uncommon before and especially
after, assumed the character of willful extermination. Thus we were told that on
Copper Island in 1904 11 large number of Japanese landed on the Karabelni Rookery,
andin.addition to killing and taking the skins of a great many seals, practically

.all of which were cows, shot and butchered every seal they could reach for the sheer
sake of desnruction. This once flourishing rookery was thus to all intents and pur
poses exterminated during the war.

Nor did the raiding of the rookeries cease with the end ofthe war. The schoon
ers came early and went late. In 1907 the firstone was noticed at Copper Island
on April 24 (old style). In 1908 they were observed in April, and in 1909 the first
one was seen as early as February 26. Again, in 1910 the first one was reported
011 April 24. The piratical raiders did not confine themselves to the rookeries, but
looted the houses of the natives as well. The sealing village of Glinka, inhabited
only during the sealing season, was visited by the marauders on April 16, 1908 (old
style), and nearly all the houses were broken into, their doors and windows smashed,
and the household goods, such as dishes, linen, tools, and even the stoves, stolenjsalt,
sacks, and ropes were taken. The robbers even went so far as to carry away the
supply of coal-about 3 tons. The same thing happened the following year when
the crew of one of the schooners landed on March 6, broke the windows in 17 houses
on Glinka and stole the contents (Suvorof, Komandorski Ostrova,1912, pp. 246-247).
Under conditions such as these it is a wonder that any seals were left. We shall
later learn what happened to the remnant of the herd on land.

It must not be inferred that the Russians were not taking any measures against
this state of affairs. The natives were organized and well armed for watch service,
and during the sealing season several men-of-war patrolled the 30-mile zone and
visited the islands. However, anyone familiar with the storms andfogsbf the
North Pacific and Bering Sea, the mountainous character of the islands, and the
difficulties 'of transportation, must realize that effective protection against. the small
schooners with their reckless crews was very difficult. Nevertheless, several seiz
ures were made during these years.

The transport Shilka, on August 6, 1906 (old style), arrested the schooner
Kompira Maru 15 miles from Bering Island North Rookery. On May 16, 1908,
the schooner Miye Maru was arrested 7% miles from shore. Besides seals she had
on board 1 SM otter and 1 blue fox, sufficient- evidence of illegal catch onshore.
Again, on July 25,1909, the Shilka stopped the schooner Tokiva Maru, belonging
to the firm Yeno-gono-kaisha, and confiscated 14 sea otters and 6 sealskins. On
the same day the rookery guards on Copper Island caught a boat with three raiders
from the schooner Hosio Maru, 2% miles from the Bobrovi Rocks off the northern
end of Copper Island. These few instances, however, and the punishments inflicted

. (the three men caught in the raid on July 25, 1909, were given 'sentences of ,three
months in the Vladivostok jail) were of no avail in checking the aggressiveness of
the raiders.

. '.',.' 4227G-:-25t---3
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Sealing indu.stry on land.-On the Commander Islands the sealing industry was
in the .hands of a trading and sealing company, practically the same arrangement
that. existed on the Pribilof Islands except that the killing of the seals was done
through the agency of the Government while the company's responsibility began
with the receipt of the fresh skins at the salt-house door.

In 1897 the leasing company (the Russian Seal Skin Co.) was operating under
a 10-year contract from February 19, 1891, to February 19, 1901 (old style). This
company, however, continued the sealing business during the season of 1901, ship
ping from the islands in that year 11,489 skins (Bering Island 5,438, Copper
Island 5,527, and Robben. Island 524), for which, at the rate of 12 rubles per skin,
they paid the Government 137,868 rubles, as shown by the documents in the Bering
Island archives.

On August. 4, 1901 (old style), a contract for the lease of the sealing on the
islands forthe next 10 years from September 1, 1901, was concluded between the
Russian department of agriculture and public domain and the Kamchatka Com
mercial-Industrial Co. much OIl the same conditions .as previously, the company to
pay 10 rubles for each sealskin, 200 rubles for sea otters of the first quality, 100
rubles for sea otters of the second quality, 18 rubles for first-class blue foxes, 9 rubles
for second-class blue foxes, and 5 rubles for white foxes." Headquarters of the
company were in St. Petersburg,with an agent in Pctropaulski.

This company, the lease to which expired onSeptember 1, 1912, was succeeded
on that date by a new company, Ivan Yakovlevitch Tchurin & Co., also known as the
.I. 1. Choorin Co., which held the contract for the skins to September 1, 1910 (old
style), when the system of leasing was abandoned and the administration of the
fur .industry of the islands was taken over by the fisheries bureau in Vladivostok.
.As the five-year closed season for seals fell within their term, they handled principally
sea-otter and blue-fox skins.

Then followed. the revolution, and the subsequent events;. in so Iar as they
.have any bearing on the sealing industry, will be related separately.

In. the three years, 1895 to 1897, when the writer investigated the Commander
Islands. rookeries the hauling grounds were "raked and scraped" for the last
obtainable bachelor. At the same time pelagic sealers took tremendous toll-of the

.herd at sea, which had not even the slight protection of the 60-mile zone and the
closed season before August l.'l'her-e can be no doubt that the killing onTand
was much too close, with pelagic sealing still going on unchecked. If. the estimate
or the females present on the Commander Islands in 1896 Were only moderately
accurate, the number .of male seals killed that year (14,472) would not have been
justifiable even if the herd had been in prime condition and no pelagic sealing going
on.: As the killings are now regulated on the Pribilofs, though possibly over
conservative, there would not have been taken 7,000 skins; but the worst of it was,
of course" that inthO'sarne year probably 20,000 female seals belonging to the
Commander Islands herd were killed at sea. The next year this toll of females was
scarcely less than 12,000, yet by the same process of scraping the, rookeries On the
islands the company secured 13,620 bachelors.

, The text or the contract, with the tltie K07ltrakt lla adatelm! arendu Kamtchutskomu. Torgovo·p,timl,I,It1lllolllu Ob.lit,ht.lvu
pushlllk p,om/alilo! lla Ostrooakl: Komandorskikl: j T'iuleniem, is to bc found as Appendix I in Buvoror's Komandorskie Ostrova,
11112, pp. 281-285
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In 1898 and 1899 the number of skins taken did not much exceed 9,000, but
the catches of the Japanese pelagic sealers were slowly increasing in spite of the
dwindling of the herd. The lease of the Russian Seal Skin Co. was now nearing
its termination, the last season under the contract being that of 1900, but extended
over to the end. of the 1901 season as noted above. Quite naturally, then, and
especially as every seal spared on the islands meant one more possible skin for the
pelagic sealers, the lessees bent every effort to get by any means whatever as many
seals as possible.

It was thought by us who witnessed. the "raking and scraping" of the rookeries
in 1895 to 1897, when the extreme methods applied yielded respectively 16,056,
14,946, and 11,335 skins, that the limit of what was possible had been reached;
but notwithstanding the facts that similar methods prevailed in 1898 and 1899
and that pelagic sealing still continued to take its toll, the lessees succeeded in
taking 12,540 skins in 1900 and 10,965 in 1901.

The new lessees, the Kamchatka Commercial-Industrial Co., were not able
to keep up this pace, but considering the circumstances and the condition of the
herd they did pretty well, taking 7,107 skins in 1902 and. 7,806 in 1903. During
the disastrous years of the war (1904-5) they even took 8,319 and 8,990, respec
tively. However, these years brought about the final collapse of the Commander
Islands rookeries. It has already been mentioned how the war was taken advan
tage of by the Japanese raiders to partially destroy the rookeries. It may now
be told how the war, by causing enormous losses to the leasing company, also
became an active factor in the ultimate demoralization of the killing on land.

While the Russians at the outbreak of the war were endeavoring by negoti
ations to obtain permission for the company to navigate its ships under a foreign
flag, the Japanese seized the company's steamer Kotik in Yokohama harbor and
shortly afterwards its schooner Bobrik in the harbor of Hakodate, less than three
weeks after the opening of hostilities in January, 1904, thus crippling the company
at the beginning of the sealing season, though it was able afterwards to charter the
American steamer Redondo for the island service. This vessel, however, proved
worthless, and the Mineola, which replaced her, was wrecked in the Okhotsk Sea
near Tigil on the west coast of Kamchatka, involving a total loss of the cargo of
goods and furs. During 1905 two more ships were chartered but both were
captured by the Japanese in August, 1905. This capture involved a loss of 4,030
fur-seal skins. It should be added that the rookery at Robben Island, which also
was included in the company's lease, was lost to the Russians from the beginning
of the war. Altogether the Kamchatka company's losses were enormous, and
quite naturally its managers tried to SI1Ye as much out of the wreck as possible.

From 1895 to 1897 there was still a superabundance of adult male seals on Cop
per Island, though on Bering Island the bulls were relatively much scarcer, due to
the fact that the character and situation of the .rookeries were much more favor
able for a close killing than on Copper Island. At that tim:e,however, the
proportion of the sexes was not such as to cause alarm if pelagic sealing could· have
been stopped within a short time, a hope that was perfectly legitimate in 'view of
the unanimous recommendations made by the seal experts from England, Japan,
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and America at their meeting in Washington in the fall of 1897. To stop the land
killing of males even for a single season, or to limit the number killed without
stopping pelagic sealing, would have been not only useless but absolutely sense
less, as the only possible result would have been the sparing of that many males
for the benefit and encouragement of the pelagic sealers." Owing to the delay
in acting upon the recommendations of the experts who investigated conditionson
the islands, the seals went to their destruction, which was terribly accelerated by
the circumstances detailed above.

The Russian authorities on the islands must have seen the approaching cat.as
trophe, but their optimism apparently was not seriously shaken, since it was
possible to average nearly 9,400 skins during the years preceding the debacle of
the war. It then became plain not only that the breeding herd had greatly
decreased but that the number of breeding males in particular was becoming alarm
ingly small. In 1904 the natives at the North Rookery on Bering Island reported
to the administrator of the islands that only 25 old bulls were left and that
bachelors were exceedingly scarce. To counteract this disproportion of the sexes,
and also to make up for the loss of the bachelor skins, the company proposed
that they should be allowed to stop killing bachelors and to kill females instead.
'fhis was objected to, but by a revival of the old fiction of virgin and superannuated
cows the company succeeded· in obtaining from the Ministry of Agriculture and
Public Domain in St. Petersburg permission to kill 8,000 unimpregnated cows and
1,000 bachelors. As the permission arrived after the opening of the season, 1,608
bachelors but only 6,282 females were killed that year (1905).

Thusbegan a new chapter in the destruction of this herd, since, as was to be
foreseen, this unique method of restoring the equilibrium between the sexes, far
from accomplishing its purpose only hastened the destruction. During the next
two years comparatively few females were recorded killed in the official documents,
but their skins were taken unofficially and without permission, the understanding
being that only nonpregnant or superannuated cows were to be killed.

At this juncture occurred the death of Nikolai Aleksandrovitch Grebnitski
(fig. 13), who had been the Government manager of the islands for 30 years.: When
he first landed on Bering Island on August 21, 1877, the sealing industry was still
on the upward grade, reaching its zenith during the following 10 years, He was a
capable administrator, who was looking outfor the interests of the natives in their
relations with the leasing companies, and he established sensible and suitable rules
for the regulation of the sealing business and blue-fox and sea-otter hunting.
Grebnitski, who had studied at the University of Odessa and in Germany, had
considerable biological training and was thus well qualified for his position. It
may be safely said that in the days before the beginning of pelagic sealing Greb
initski knew all that could be learned about the seals on land and actedintelli
gently upon his knowledge. Moreover, he was practically the only man in the
whole Russian Government who knew anything about the seals and the sealing
business; but, of course, when pelagic sealing started in earnest on the Asiatic
coast he was practically helpless and can hardly be blamed for the Russian
failure to secure any practical protection for the Commander Islands seal herd.
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No .measnre short of total stoppage of pelagic sealing could have prevented the
final destruction of the seal herd, though, of course, the excessive scraping of the

'rookeries for male seals and the tragic killing of females toward the end of his
administration and against his protest naturally hastened the process.

Col. Nikolai Pavlovitoh Sokolnikof', who for 10 years had been administrator of
the Anadyr district, was transferred to tho Commander Islands after-the death of
Grebnitski, Upon his arrival in 1907, finding that the killing of cows Was practiced
upon the initiative and responsibility of the assistant manager, he put It stop to it
that same fall and protested earnestly against it to the department in St. Petersburg
without avail. The department issued a permit for 1909 to kill 4,000 cows and
1,500 bachelors, and in order to make sure that this maximum should be reached
the leasing company agreed to ,accept up to 20 per cent of stagy skins. However,
not more than 3,155 cQws',,~cr6~ecured,thoughthe total quota was exceeded by
311 skins.

~VV'hen this document was discovered in the archives of Bering Island in 1~22,
we knew already that cows had been killed-quite extensively, but were so amazed
to see this unblushing Governmental acknowledgment that a photograph of the
"Viedomost" (herewith reproduced as fig. 14) was taken as a memento and as
proof. The work begun in 1909 was continued in 1910, only there were fewer seals
to take.:." l'he result on both islands was asfollows: '

Sealskins taken on Commander Islands, season of 1910

- -- - - - -. ...• --
Bachelors Cows Total

._.
---~_.- ..

.... _... _...........---- --_ .._..-.- ..... -- ....................... 206 I, 105 1,3lI
............ _........ -- --_ .. _.- ... -._..-_.... -...---- 502 1,41l2 1,994

-..-.'... -- _.. _... _.,,:."._.. _...-.... -_. _... _....-. i08 2,59i 3,305

Bering Isllllld"'~""."""""h"""'.__ '_""_'
Copper- Island. __.'_.'" ~_ h .... _ ••• h _,._ ......

Total ;· oo h'" oo ,. Coo.,. __

Island

In order to obtain this number it wag necessary to extend the killing season
to August 31 on Copper Island and to October 2 on Bering Island. In fact, of tho
3,305 skins taken only 863 wore secured before August 1, on which date, in the past,
killing usually' stopped. Finally, in the years 1907 to 1909 over 2,5M gray pups
were killed in ,the fall-for' food for ~ho natives. ~ust exactly what was.thepropor
tion of the sexes among these is not known, but certainly they were not all males.

The alarming reports about the condition of the rookeries, the approaching
expiration of the lease of the Kamchatka company, and the proposed negotiations
for atr€laty to abolish pelagic sealing induced the Ministry of Agriculture and
Public Domain to make' an investigation in order to obtain information at first
hand. Evgenij K. Suvorof', who was sent from St. Petersburg in 1910, does not
seem to have had any previous experience with the fur-seal industry or the fur seals.
This; however, was not of much significance, for all he could do was to confirm
the utterdemoralization of the Whole business, It wasonly when he attempted to
explain certainfeatures of the debacle and itscauses, and also when he-attempted
tomake an estimate or a II count" of the number of seals remaining and the classes
of seals composing the herd, a feature which will be referred to later, that his inexperi-
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ence became a decided handicap. He undoubtedly did his best, and his report
contains a large amount of valuable information which has been drawn upon quite
extensively, but so far as the fate of the seal herd was concerned it did not and could'
not possibly have any influence. It was too late.

Oondition of the rookeries in 1.910.-Arriving on the Commander Islands in 1910,
one of Suvorof's first endeavors was to ascertain the actual number of seals on the
rookeries. Apparently all possible methods of ascertaining the number of seals on
the Pribilof Islands had been tried, such as-calculation of the area occupied by the
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FlO. 15.-,-North Rookery, Bering Island, showing dlstrtbution of seals in 1910. according to Suvorof

herd divided by the theoretical space in square feet occupied by a seal; counting the
cows in-a number of harems, averaging their number per harem, then counting
the harems (that is, old bulls) on the rookery; counting from a distance the number
of. seals ana certain area of apparent normal density and then applying the figures
obtained to the whole rookery. Everyone of these methods, however, had to be
abandoned and the conclusion reached that there is only one reliable method, viz,
to corral, drive off, and actually count every black pup on the rookery. Their num
ber ascertained, the number of the breeding females, only a varying. proportion
of which are present at the same time on the rookeries, is consequently ascertained
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with exactness, and that is the only figure that is of 'prime importance. With
that given, the number of the other classes can be observed and computed with suffi
cientaccuracy for all practical purposes.

In 1897 the writer declared that a count of the seals such as was undertaken on
the 'Pribilofs could not be carried out on the 'Commander Islands owing to the
difference 'in character of the rookery beaches on the two groups of islands.

, .' i :VVith the excessive shrinkage of the number of seals during the next 13 years,
however, it seems certain from what was seen on North Rookery, Bering Island, in
1922, that a count of the blaqlqmps would have been feasible there in 1910, though
it would still be impracticable on most of the rookeries on Copper Island. Moreover,
on account of lack of suitable means of transportation, one person would be utterly
unable to eov~r all the rookeries duringthe short period in which such a count must
be made." .

As Mr. Suvorof had no previous practical experience and probably had no
detailed description at hand of the technique of counting the pups as developed on
the American islands, he.was restricted: to his own' resourees and the application
of SOBle of the methods mentioned above, as definite statistics and not vague
estimates-which can be of value only when done by persons of wide experience/and
tried judgmentc-werc evidently expectsd by the nuthorities in St. Petersburg, who
lUHI boon accustomed to receive most minute figures from the previous administration

, of t.he island based on the fantastic" counts "which the native guards, stationed at
the various rookeries, made at certain intervals during each. season. . When con
fronted with the Bering Island rookeries-e-Reef and Kishotchnoye-c-his first
attempt was directed at ascertaining the number of seals present by the area.method.
Red and white marks and signals were painted all over the two rookeries, and
calculations of various sorts started. Unfortunately, or fortunately, this work ~ad

to be left-unfinished, as by the middle of July (old style) he had to leave for Co!per
Island, Here that. method was plainlyimpossible. !

By that time he had also discovered, what we others had learned long before, t~at
even if one can get hear enough to even a. depleted rookery to start an autoptic ccitmt
of the seals in sight.," Pl1rt of tl~e seals always slip away.Irom the counting, and the
figuresohtained'invariably'pl;oYe lower than the actual ones. * * * Part of the
animals are in motion, some come out of tl,\e,wat!'\l', others wend)lleir ~ay to the sea;
many are concealed by the unevenness of the beach, by jutting rocks and cliffs.
Many new-born pups, in particular, are concealed in t'he'crevices'between the rocks."
He also observed that the weather, the temperature, and the time of the day made
a big difference, Nevertheless, he decided that this was the only method possible
0:0 Copper. Island, and he believed " that the error of. the per capita count; of the
.adults .wouldnot exceed 10 per .cent and of the new-born pups 20 to 25.p.er,cent,','
adding thftt Ii the method of area never. gave such exactness" (Komandorskie
Ostrova, 1912,pp.181c-2).,

During the latter part of'July and the beginning of August, 1910 (old style),
therefore, he "visited all the Copper Island rookeries andcl}ref:qUy counted all the
black pups lying on the beach and splashing in the near-shore zone." To the
number thus obtained he Ii added147:i per cent for the females without pups, and
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in this way.arrived at the approximate number of cows on the given rookery." It
turned out that his figures "approached sufficiently near' the autoptic estimate of
the rookery guard" on Copper Island. With regard to the Bering Island rookeries,
where his "area method" had proved a failure, he had to devise a different method,
and as his figures on Copper Island had" approached sufficiently near" those of the
watchmen, he assumed that those of the Bering Island guard were equally reliable.
He consequently adopted the latter, applying to them, however, a "correction
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coefficient" deduced from a' comparison of his own count on Copper Island with the
eye'determination of the watch. In thisway'heobtained the figures of the following
table,; wmcn 'in his opinion approximately express the number of animals on 'the
rookeries, the number of bachelors present being practically negligible. He remarks
specificially tha.t the estimate relates to the number of seals left after 1,017 coWs and
500 bachelorshaab~eIi killed. ' . "
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Suoorof'e table of seals.rJn the Commander Islands rookeries about the middle of August (nett; s~yle), 1,910

~------~ --~--_._-----

Rookery Hair
bulls Bulls Black

pups
-_.__._----------- ------._-_ .._------- ------------

COPPER ISLAND
Gllnk~ rookeries: . "

Gavarushetehe c __ 1· 50 25
Slskatchlnskoye (Vodopad) •. _ _ "m __ _. ·7 570 SOO

~~:l:~~~:'. ::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ~ I, ~~~ I,~

~l~;f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ :::::::f:: ;,' 1:',m :c...~::
Kariibel@yerookery:' . '.' \ .,,

N;:::;::~~:~~~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::~. ,: .5,::;'~ I 4,:
=:::::;=='~~

,:'- BERING ISLAND I":
Nort~ Rookery: \ .

'" .;~~~~~~;~~::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::;::: :::::=:=::::=::::::-::: =:;:;::::uuuil : ::mmu".ffi
TotaL 1 16 4,000 '2,000

Total (both iSlandS)••• ~ ·•· --T' ~I~~~

I Partly bachelors. ',:
I These flgures are those given by Suvorof; the actual summation gives 4,199 and 1,910, respectively.
I Approximate.

Copper I~and _

Bering Island. u u _

The corresponding totals of the watchmen are given-as follows:
CQWS

71°70
4,120, .

BII;ck,pups

5,765
~, 550·

:':, Both-islands. u u_u_u • uuuu il,190 8,305
L'

>It is not easy to see how he has arrived at these figures and how he applied
the" correction coefficient," as it appears from his tables that his own estimate on
Copperi'lsland differs much more from that. of the Copper Island guards than the
accgj>te~.figuresfor Bering Island do from those of the Bering Island guards. How
ever, much as this census probably differs from the actual figur~s,it is a 'sufficiently
doquen~ demonstration of the terrible straits to which the Commander Islands
rool~eriE{$ had be'U reduced by 1910. If we add to. this that afterwards during the
same ydar 1,580 m:~re cows and 208 bachelors were killed rc a~i:i inl,~gine the humber
of biacl~;pups that must have starved to death, as their mothers were killed both
on l~l1d Iltnd at sea, w~ g13t a vivid picture of the conditionsthat eXis~~d at the,dose
of the s~ason of 1910. To complete the picture ofdestruction itshoiild be realized
thafbe~se of thstdecreesing-number of male seals taken, the natives )vere'tlJ.lowed
to kill griW pups in the fall for food. The number of gray pups thus 'kiijed 'i»,the
three years preceding 1910 averaged 860. How many of these w{lre:~eI.nalek1,{}i~
not possible to say. ' " .';

Suvorof's figures receive additional confirmation by his mhps. These ere
only diagrammatic representationsonsmall-scale copies of the rookery maps pub-

. II Altogether In 1910there were'kllIed on the Commandor Islands 2,597cows and 708 bachelors:' of these'l,()17 cows 'and 500
beohelorshad been killed before the census was taken. , "
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lished by the writer in 1896 and 1898. His data, however, have been transferred to
the latter, as shown in Figures 15, 16, and 17, and to better show the destruction
the distribution of the seals as the writer mapped it in 1895 has been reproduced"
on the same scale (figs. 10, 11, and J.2).
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'I:IIE.TREATY OF. 1911

It had become obvious to everybody by this time, to those who had profited
by the pelagic sealing as well as to the powers owning the breeding grounds, that
Borne arrangement would have to be made if the seal herds were not to be extermi-
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nated, to the permanent loss of all parties. Fourteen years previously sealing experts
of all the powers interested had agreed as to the essential facts and the best m-ethods
for protecting the seals, but political and financial considerations had prevented action
upon their recommendations. Such considerations would obviously be·of no impor
tance when the seals themselves should have ceased to exist, hence the belated
willingness of the four governments to compromise their claims.

Under the auspices of the United States' Department of State an international
conference was convened in Washington on May 5, 1911,for the purpose of conclud
ing a treaty affecting the fur seals of the North Pacific Ocean. The powers attending
the conference were Great Britain, Russia, Japan, and the United States. The
principle that guided the negotiations seems to have been an acknowledgment of the
right of the pelagic sealers to compensation for giving up their preying on the seal
herds outside territorial waters. At any rate; the governments possessing seal
rookeries agreedto pay the others 1,5 andIO per cent of the sealskins taken. A
treaty was signea on July 7, 1911, and after ratificationbecame effective on Decem
ber 15, 1911, and was to continue in force for a period.of 15 years from that date
and thereafter until terminated by 1~ months' written notice given by one or more
of the parties to all of the others, which notice may be given at the expiration of 14
years or at any time afterwards.

. By this treaty pelagic sealing was Iorbidden in the waters of the North Pacific
Ocean north of :iOo north latitude 1111d including the Seas of Bering, Kamchatka,
Okhotsk, and Japan, with the exception that ,. Indians, Ainos, Aleuts, and other
aborigines" may carryon pelagic sealing in canoes without firearms under cer
tain conditions specified, among them that these aborigines must not be "under
can tract to deliver the skins to any person. " There is nothing, however, forbidding
these aborigines to sell the skins. Otherwise no person or vessel shall be per
mitted to use any part of the territory of any of the signatory powers for any
purposes whatsoever connected with the operations of pelagic sealing, 1101' shall
any sealskins not certified to have been taken legally be permitted to be brought,
into the territory o,f finy of these powers. The latter ugree to enact and enforce
such legislation as may he necessary with appropriate penni ties for violations,
and to cooperate with each other in taking such measures as maybe appropria.te
and available for the purpose. In addition, the United States, Japan, and Russia
agree to maintain a guard or patrol in the waters frequented by their respective
seal herds. This would entitle Russia to maintain a guard off the Japanese coasts
during the wintel'and spring migrations of the Commander Islands seals. .

This apparently' throws the burden of protecting the seals at sea against the
illegal pelagic sealing by nationals of the other powers upon the one in whose
territory the herd breeds, thus relieving the government of the offending
sealers of any obligation to interfere with them, except to prevent 'themTrom
bringing the illegally taken skins into its territory and to try the offenders and
impose upon' them penalties of its own making, when such offenders shall
have been 'delivered to its authorized official by the naval or other duly com
missioned officer of the government making the seizure. In other words, in
order to 'protect its seals against pelagic sealers the Russian Government must
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have an effective guard not only in summer in the waters surrounding' the Com
mander Islands within a radius of at least 150 miles around the islands, as the
breeding seals are known to go that far to sea in search of food, but also in winter
and spring along the coasts of Japan from the latitude of Yokohama to and includ
ing the Kuril Islands. The Japanese Government is under no obligation to inter
fere with its own subjects in all that big stretch of ocean except to forbid them
the use of its ports, etc., to prevent -them from bringing in the illegally taken skins,
and to try and punish them according to Japanese law when they have been seized
by a Russian officer. and duly handed over to an authorized Japanese official.

Article XII of the treaty is ofparticular interest to the Commander Islands
sealing industry. It reads as follows:

It is agreed on the part of Russia that of the total number of sealskins taken annu~llyup'on
the Commander Islands, or any other island or shores .of the waters defined in Article I subject
to the jurisdiction, of Russia to which any seal herds hereafter resort, there shall be delivered
at .the Commander Islands at the end of, each season fifteen per cent (15%) gross in numberand
value thereof to an authorized agent of the Canadian Government, and fifteen per cent (15%)
gros/! hi number and value thereof to an authorized agent of the Japanese Government; pro
vided, however,that nothing herein contained sh311 restrict the right of Russia at any time and
from time to time during the first five years of the term of this Convention to suspend altogether
the taking of sealskins on such islands or shores subject to its jurisdiction, and to impose during
the term of this Convention such restrictions and regulations upon the total number of skins to
betaken in any season, and the manner and times and places of taking them as may seem
necessary to preserve and protect the Russian seal herd or to increase its number; but it is
agreed, nevertheless, on, the part of Russia that during the last ten years of the term of this
Convention not less than five per cent (5%) of the total number of seals on the Russian rookeries
and hauling grounds will be killed annually, provided that said five per cent (5%) does not
exceed eighty-five per cent (85%) of the three-year-old male seals hauling in such year.

If, however, the total number of seals frequenting the Russian islands in any year falls below
eighteen thousand (18,000) enumerated by official count, then the allowance of skins mentioned
above and all killing of seals except such as may.be necessary for the support of the natives on
the islands may be suspended until the number of such seals again exceeds eighteen thousand
(18,000) enumerated in like manner.

THE CO:M:lIfANDER ISLANDS ROOICERIES IN 1911'

,While, this treaty was being negotiated and signed in Washington and during
the months following the signing things went from bad to worse on. the Commander
Islands, where two important rookeries literally became extinot.

On April IS, 1911, a council was held in St. Petersburg at the Department of
Agriculture, at which the condition of the rookeries and the .fur-seal industryus
ascertained by Mr. Suvorof in 1910 was. considered. As.a consequence of the
alarming report made by him it was decided to .institute a closed season for the
land killing of seals, to begin in 1912 and to remain in force 5 -years. The reason
for, not starting the closed period at once was that, according .to the contract with
the Kamchatka company which expired in 1911, the latter was entitled to a quantity
of sealskins, though .the Government had reserved to. itself the right to determine
'cl,t,Ch year the number and kind, of seals to be killeq. ' The numberof seals to be
killed for skins was therefore set at 200, and as this .would not furnish, sufficient
food for the natives" the latter were allowed. to kill .in addition 200 gray pups.
Mr. ~uvorof was also ordered to continue his examination of the condition of the
seal herd during 1911.
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Upon his arrival at the islands it was found -that the rookeries 'had been still
further depleted during the intervening winter by at' least 30 percent, according
to his estimates, and that there' were scarcelymore than 200 bachelors presentiat
any time on the hauling beaches. Moreovee.even if that. many could have been
killed,todoso would haveendangeredthe futuresupply ofmale' life; -henee, after
consultation with-the localadministrator of the islands,he decidedltoallow the killing
of200 cows, 60 on Bering Island and 140onOopper Island,in ph-we of 200 bachelors.

The 1number of seals on the rookeries' was now so small that he thought an
approximate count could beeasilymade.: It is probable that this is the most
nearly correct estimate made of the' Commander Islands herd at' any time, though
the number of pups isprobablyconsiderably (possibly 20 per cent) underestimated.

The tabulation of the count on all the rookeries follows: ;'

Fur seals on Commander Islands roo'keriesi;, 191{'

Rookery Half
bulls Dulls cows Black

'pups

--......,~-------------------~I-,,---,~-,-,-,-'-,-,-.-,-
COPPER ISLAND

20

8
311
650
184
73

1,101

Ollnka rookeries (July ~-25, new style): , , , " .,,'" "
Oavarushetche .••........•....••.........••.•....•..•.••..•.••.•..•..•.•.••••........••..•.•.•. " .••.
Bikntchlnskoye•. c•••••••••••••••••,••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••• , ••••• _............. 1 2

~~~~i;ii~~~~~i~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ::::::::;:' J
'Karabelnoye rookery (July 20,new style): '

Nerpltehl Kamen ..

" TotllL•.•,.;.••••••.•••••• uuc•• c•.-.u , •.••...••. ,...... 31

,BERINO ISLAND
Nortbrookery: " "

~~I~i':i{Bmeii~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::':::::.:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: .;..L.t I, 1~ ,

'~~h~~~h~~~~~:.:::::::::::::::::::::::'::'::::::::::::::::'::::::::::::::::::~:::::: ::::::::::: :.;.....~. 1:;;; ~ ~~.~.

37
457
002
585
210

~,078

------
TotllL.:.; : n' : •.:.c.'••••'n.n •.c ••• u~~'.• c c•• : 6:I,3291; 311

Total (both ls!iuids) ::'.n..: .'.: .; : '.n : =:=====g"" 87 18;070' .''4,'661
, . ::.' .:;

1 suvoror(Vle~tnU~ ~)'boprom~sple~nps~I, ':01, ~I,S~jl~,~ 1~~6, p, ,41o)glv~~4,1lS8 cows ~s t1~\l, ~ot~1 ~or bot\lI~lll~d~• ." ,', '

In addition, there werecountedon the various beaches 128 deadblackpups
and in :tllewater off the-rookeries about 415 cows. If, however, allowanoe is made
for the probable .numberof black pups overlooked,the cows absent at sen-feeding,
the: number 'of bachelors hauled out (220); and those-at-sea (including yearling males
and 'f~males); the probability is that the-CommanderTslande herd in,191ldid
not exceed 15,000 of both sexes and all ages. '

By contrast it mayhere be-noted' that at the same time the Pribilof herd num
beredabout 125,000 seals all told', oreight times a~ manyt During the prosperous
do:ys' of the 'fur-seal'ihdust}\y, about 1880', the' Commander: Islands:herH was
nearly! one-half that of-thePribilof Islands. , Now, rittM -lowest ebb, Ithe 'decline
had beeh so' entirely-out of proportion that it was only one-eighth 'the siae :of'the
:American herd: 'Nothing 'canbetter!illustl'ate the disaster which hadbef8.llen the
Russian herd. Even during this year of its extreme decline the factor' that
'Bt/ougnt on the idisaster'was"in61'e ~ctive;~na destructive than e\T~rbefore>! The
Jti~aIiese'taiders· and pelagic sealers,'d.riven.t'o desperation-by the' gradually dimin
ishing ca'tches,' 'Were growing more ana more aggressive ead'reckleest 'It is necessary,
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in order to understand fully the causes of the continued decadence of the .commander
Islands rookeries, to go into the history of the 1911 raids in some detail, The
following account is therefore based on the story told by Mr. Suvorof, who, as
stated above, was present on the islands that year.

Rookery raids .in 1911.-From the table of the count on Copper Island(p. 315)
it will be noted that no bulls or half bulls arrived in 1911 on Nerpitchi Kamen,
the last. remnant of the once big Karabelni rookeries. Immediately after the
rookery guards had been withdrawn from this rookery in the fall of. 1910 the seal
pirates raided it, with the result that when Suvorof visited the place on July 20,
1911, he found only about 20 cows and 15 black pups; "of bulls there was not one.."
Five days later he returned and found not a single seal-"there was not even a
carcass of a newborn pup." The pirates had apparently been there in the interval
and literally cleaned out the rookery.

About the same time a raid on the Zapadni and Urili rookeries of the Glinka group
was successfully carried out without attracting the attention of the rookery guards,
for on July 21 they found there 80 cows killed and the carcasses of 121 black pups,
and at Peresheyek the carcasses of 2 cows and 6 pups were picked up the next
day. Here were also found, among other things, a Japanese oar, a double-barreled
shotgun, a pair of binocles, a boat compass, skinning knives, cartridges; and ropes
ready with slipknots for towing the seals killed. Evidently one of the pirate boats
had been upset in the breakers. The raid must have taken place some time before,
for the skins of some of the seals killed had already spoiled, and the birds had picked
out the eyes of some.

A much more serious affair took place on July 21. During the evening of that
day the guards noticed some Japanese schooners signaling to each other with flags.
A concerted raid was therefore anticipated and reinforced guards were placed at
different 'points along the coast. About midnight about 25 boats landed, near the
waterfall atSikatchinskaya. Alarmed by the large number of men disembarked, the
rookery guards fired several shots. Some of the raiding party then attempted,
aided by the darkness, to sneak along the beach and to land near Palata but were
met here by the fire of another squad of the rookery guards, so that they hurriedly
went off to sea. One empty boat, however, was afterwards taken by the. Aleut
.guards near .the same beach. In the meantime another party hastened in the
opposite direction but soon disappeared in the fog. .At daybreak, however, a boat
belonging to this party, in which were the corpses of two Japanese, was found at
.Babinskaya, Knowing that in the raiders' whaleboatatherausually are three or
four men, a search was made along the. coast for the missing ones, and soon a live
J'apanesewas taken on the beach near the rookery. During the whole of the fol
lowing day a thick fog prevailed, out of which. the firing of guns was heard, pre
sumablytheschooner,surlunomng its boats. The captive Japanese was afterwards
taken-to Vladivostok for trial in order that an example might be established (which
would put a stop to the ever-increasing boldness of the raiders. The Russians
believed that. at this raid they killed about 14.raidersin addition to capturing the
two boats.

Whether this repulse discouraged the pirates.isnot known, but the usual raids
on the Bering rookery did not take place.. However, the. marauders for the first

.time landed .on the southern shore of Bering Island.", Duringthe prst half. ofJuly
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three natives of that island, .who made. a trip. to Tolstoi Mys, noticed tracks of
people who had piled up dry grass around the fox-hunting shelter hut at that
place and set it on fire. .The! fire had gone out and the hut was spared.

While these events took place-on shore the naval guard was kept even busier.
At the request of the Department of Agriculture in St. Petersburg the Russian
Navy Department detailed the gunboat Manzhur to do guard duty around .the
Commander Islands. In spite of adverse circumstances she probably averted
further 'attacks on' the rookeries and achieved considerable success in protecting
.the remnants of the seal herd by compelling the pirates to leave.the islands earlier
than usual. During the summer months the Manzhur made six trips to the islands,
seized one schooner and, three boats, examined a Iong line of schooners, and eon
fiscated a quantity of skins. Nothing will better illustrate the methods. of the
pirates as well as their recklessness and boldness even in the face of the naval guard
vessel than a detailed account of some of these occurrences.

, During the second cruise to Copper Island the jl1.anzhur, on June 26, seized the
Japanese schooner Kojudzi Maru. about 2H miles fromBikatchinskayn ,Bukhta.
A boat belonging ttl this schooner Wt'1S captured at the same time about 2 miles from
shore. On board the schooner there were found and confiscated 3 sea-otter skins
,(one perfectly fresh and with flesh still partly adhering) 6 salted fur-seul.jskins, 2
quite fresh, and 1 huir seal. The vessel Wl1S supplied with small 37-millimeter guns
and military ammunition, ,

On its fourth cruise the commander of the M,anzhur was informed of the raid
and shooting that-had taken place nt the Glinka rookeries on July 21. On the 31st
of that month he therefore proceeded .to the strait between Copper and Bering
Islands in search of Jnpaneae schooners, hoping by an examination of their muster
rolls to discover which ones had taken part in the nocturnal affair. The first to
be examined was the Oh/doee MaruNo: 2 (Dai-itchitose MaruL Unfortunately a
confrontationof the crew with the muster roll Wt'1S impossible, since, 8 of her 10
boats wore.hunting away out of sight at sea; However,one of the boats remltiI,ling
on board as well as one arrested pear by ahowed traces ,ofhaving br-eri hit by bullets,
route evidence of their having tu.k~m part in the shooting affair, ' A!l:exaIflination
of the hold of theschooner. revealed 59 skins of adult seals .and 15 skins of black
'pups, some of them just turning gray, proof positive that ther ,had)'eell;killed o,n
the rookery, since the pups can not swim at that age. The skins Were consequently
confiscated, but tho schooner itself was released, as the search was made outside
the 3-mile 'I'erritorialzone, , , '

The.noxt schooner.examinedwas the Toei Maru, All its boats, were (l,~ay, and
in the hold; were found only 3 adult skins and 2 black pups. 1'h~ skins were seized

.but the schooner) ,wasrelensed. .The Hashiman Ma'l"u WI'1S next searched, butno
skins found.. 41l her boats were away. While the search was going on shots
from the direction of the coast were.heard on the Manzhur. Leaving the schooners
at once and steaming toward; qopper Island,. three boats were met ~nd8e,ized
within tile 3-mile limit, not fHfrOlnthe Bobrovi ;Kamni Q,t the northwest extremity
of the island. The firstof them, which belonged tothe Ohito8eNo.~,,con,t4Lined no
skins, but .in, t.p.e last two, bolongjng to the Toe'iMar,«-, 3 freshly kf1~ed sea\s with
the skins still on were found. It 'was at once decided to' seize,both schooners, but
, . ., ' ,. l" " ",. ," . I' :., .. , . "
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these, observing the arrest of the boats, put on all sail in a hurry and were' soon
lost to sight. Nothing can better illustrate the hardihood of these raiders than the
fact that they continued their depredations inside the' Territorial' Iimitwith the
Russian naval guard ship plainly on the horizon. "

TIieManzhurthen turned toward Bering Island again and caught up with two
nioresehooners. On the Ivaki Maru skins of 13 adults and 1 black :pup ,were
;fol.lnd, and on the KinkaiMaru 63 adult skins and 4 black pups. The skins were
seized' and the vessels released. On the Konzen Maru only 2 adult sealskins were
found, and these 'wererestored to the owner. On this schooner the log book proved
to be in perfect' order. However, on all the others the logs were found to be very
carelessly kept, and the last two days not even written up.

'On this trip the Manzhur searched 6 schooners, seized 3 boats with 10 Japanese
sailors" and confiscated 3 sea-otter skins, 138 skins of adult seals, arid 22 of black
pups. As a result not more than 5 schooners were afterwards observed from Copper
Island, and-that a long distance off, while no more raids took place onshore that
year. The schooners did not leave the neighborhood, however, for on August 24
the' Manzhur boarded 3 vessels in the sea between the two islands, among them
the same Hashiman Maru that had been searched three weeks before. As no black
pups were found,and as it was impossible to prove that the adult skins had been
taken inside the Territorial zone, no confiscation could be made.

Taking into consideration the vastness of the sea, the precipitous nature of the
islands, the constant fogs and incessant storms, the impudent recklessness Of the
pirates, and the difficulty of chasing a fleet -of small, schooners in such dangerous,
uncharted seas with a large naval vessel hundreds' of miles from any harbor,it is
small wonder that it has been almost impossible to protect the islands effectively.

PERIOD, FROM, 1912 TO 1917, THE 5-YEAR ZAPU~J{A

With the treaty of 1911 going into effect and a 5':year Zapuska or closed season
:decre~d, the Russian authorities began to hope for better times for ,the Commander
Islands seals. At'theendof the Zapuska in 1917 it was estimated; though' without
ahy,p'articular pretense whatever at exactness, that 'the CommanderTslands herd

:wotild! number, 40,000 seals, and that by 1926 it would be possible to take at 'least
18;000 to 20,000 •bachelor •skins.iTlnfortunately these' expectations' were entirely
'~oo roseate and could only Iead to bitter disappointment. _ _" '

The 8.\Tailable materialfor a history of the Commander Islands fur-sealindustry
from 1912 to 1917 is r~ther scanty. The archives on Bering Island ~ave scarcely
,any information of vulue, Colonel Sokolnikof continued in charge of theadminis
'tration during this period, but as he was generally at odds with the officials in the
'Departniehfof Agriculture at St.Petcreburg the latter relied chiefly' on their own
"specialists." Finally; in 1915., the fisheries and the fur industry were 'ol;ganizedas
a"s'eparate administration with headquarters at Copper Island, 'independent of-the
'di~trictofficiaL IIi 1917 the department in St. Petersburg again sent' MT. Suvorof
'to the island~ 'for the purpose of'taking the necessary steps for the resumption'of
.~ea.lk,il1frtg af,ter the expiration of the five-year Closed season. ' , ',';, : '
',': These five years were on the whole quiet. The seals apparently'were'becomirrg
inore numerous. 'The increase in the number of bulls and males' in 'general was
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particularly noticeable. Besides; raiders and pelagic scalers were not troubling the
rookeries to allY' extent. 'i "

Unfortunately there is available no reliable or even approximately rational
census of the increase. -Thetreaty of 1911, it is true, assumes that an official count
shall be made as a basis for all calculations regarding the permissible number of
skins to be taken. Accordingly, instructions were given the local authorities to
count the various classes of seals present on the rookeries at regular intervals through
out the season.

In all previous reports the writer has emphasized the physical difficulties in the
way of a reliable count of the seals on the Commander Islands. The difficulties en
countered on the Pribilof rookeries were multiplied and amplified enormously on the
Russian islands} and,besides, there were no persons on the islands competent to make
even an intelligent estimate. The count was placed in the hands of the native over
seers of the rookery guards and the results are positively grotesque. There are
available the certified official counts for Copper Island from 1915 to 1921, inclusive
(except that of 1917, which was missing), and the counts for Bering Island during
1914 and 1915, which were extracted from the original documents in the archives on
Bering Island. A glance at these figures demonstrates beyond question the above
assertion. It would serve no useful purpose to set them forth in detail, but, con
sidering the importance of establishing the facts once and for all, there are given
below the tables for, the year 1914 for Bering Island, 1915 for both islands, and
1916 for Copper Island.

Count of fur seals on'~Bering Island by rookery guards in 1914

6

2

8

7
5
5
5
9
9

Date llulls IItttr Buchelors Cows Pups Seen in Totnlbulls the sea
------,-----------------

11_•..•• n •• ___. _. _._ on' _•. _n __.... _h _..... ___ 1 .. ",--'- .... ----.----- - -.- --.--- -------_.- ---------- 1
16••. _•• _. __' ___•_•.• _" _".'." _•.•.. _••••. , _•• _ 1 .-------_. .-----.--- --------.- .-.-.----- .-------.- 1
17 un" nn_._nn_n.n_.n.n._ .•h __ ' __ .h. __ 2 -----_.--- -.. h-"ii- ---------- nn.n'i-
23 _••• n'." "'••••• ,. __•••••• '" .•. "" ____ • u n 3 ---------- ---------- .-.-----_. 7
24. _•• _._. _•• _. _'" _•. _. _. __...•___. _•. _... _•..•. 3 -....h·2-

.- ... ---.- 3 ----.- .-.- 2
26•• _. _•••••• _' .• _•••. _•.••.• __. _..•. _., _•.• _. ___ 4 .---- ----- 5

~-~-----_. --.-.---_. 11
31..__n_' __. __.• ____. _. _. __. __. __• _" n .• _. _. _•. 6 3 .-.------- 16 ----.-.--- 3 2
1•.. _•.• n __•• _.n ____•. h •.• _n_.' .,•. nh,, ___._ 6 4 --.-.-.-.- 13 -.._-----.- 12 3
3. n •• n_ •.•_•.•_._n_ •. h •• n __un_C n •.. 6 7 --.--- ..... - 20 1 1 3
7. _. __0. ___ • ____ •• _. _ n _._. _. __•n' n_ •• __. __. _•. 10 7 -------45- 25 3 10 5
14. ___••• ___n _____ • ___• _".n __n __.• _.• __.•n'. 18 13 88 513 65 27
16 _.•_••• _. ___•. _•.•_._. _.•• _. __•. ' n. __' _____ ' n 18 13 66 144 83 125 24
21._.,' _•• __•• _.• __• _.,. _.•.• _•. _., _•. _. h. _.• ___ 31 23 130 4,~0 150 r 139 --..... --_ ..-
28.• _. __._ •• ___.••.• _____.• __n ...••n'" _h. _.•. 32 20 132 880 340 150 ..-_ .... -----
L_.n_."'" - •••... _- •.••.• ___"_•• _. _•. '_ .•. _...•. 32 11 121 7M 65.1 210 -_ ..._-._--
5.. u'" •••••• _. _••.• _. _. _. _' •. 0. ___ • _. _. _. _ •• _ •• _ 32 11 133 994 623 180 _... _.... -_ ..
12.n.• __• _' __••••• _.•.•.• __"'~ _. _..• _' __., _•..• _., 45 r.l 144 i.soo 1,:184 30 -_...... _..
16_. __________ ._ ••• _., _" -., -,. _. __"" , •••.... _.• 45 61 152 1,340 1,384 70 .-... _..... -
19.••• ___n __••••• _"" - •. -.- •.•.• ___"""" __. _. 45 61 152 1,410 1,390 1oo _............ ---
26.._.•_._. _.• _'" .'__n .. · _"""' _. _•• __. ___•_..•. 45 61 150 1,455 1,433 2oo . ......_......
st L ...__• __.... , _". _.. -.- - .. - .. -.' - -_. - .. _.. __._ 36 56 108 1,143 1,148 150 .- ..... ----
st 9.•.• __., _. _. _•• _•••. __.••••.•. _'. - •.•• _.•. _••• 27 38 3:10 1,977 1,713 1.415
st 16.'n_••• _••• ,. _.••.. _•. - _., ... _. _. - - n __..•• _ 23 16 207 1,950 2;003 2,955 6,23
st 23.J•• ___ • _•• , ,_. __ •• __., - •• - ••••• - ••• - ••• ____ • 20 14 215 1,960 2,073 2,000 ... __ ..... -...
st 30••••. - •• - .•• __'_•.• - .•••••••.•• -., -- - .•• - .• - •• 14 13 2oo 1,045 1,690 1,600 ..__ ....._---
mber 1. n_. __•• , n_. _" _. n _.. _..•. _. _••••..n._ 17 14 204 1,798 1,910 i.roo _...... _...-...
mber 6•••• _. _••• _. _•• _. _.. , •••••..•".-. __...•• _ 15 13 173 1,905 2,000 i.roo -_..-..._....
mbor 13 _•.• _••• _. __.• _." ___.'_••.. -.,." --- ••. __• 12 11 130 1, 769 1,819 I, 110 .- .... _...... _..
mber 15. '" _•• __••••. _. __n_. n" _., _" __• _. n" 11 11 110 1,665 1,726 i.soo .... -_.._._...
mber 20..•.•• ,_'., ____• __._. '_h ..••""'_n. nC_ 11 11 110 1,665 1,680 1.200 .. _......_-_.
mber 27. n _n'. ,_ n _. h. ___• ___.• _. _•• , ___n. _•. 8 7 40 800 1,033 1, soo ........ -.- ....
or 1.• _•.. _. __~ __n •• " _._ •.•••• ___•.• - .• - •••.••• 7 8 38 745 801 2,000 ......... - .......
er 4. n' _.•••__._ ••• _. _. _._. _. __•• _.••• __•__.. _._ 5 2 10 1,069 1,360 7oo ..-........ -_..
er 1I. _., .. ____ . ___ ... _______ .. _.. _.. __ . - - .. _.. -. 5 1 _..------_ .. 633 105 500 ...... -.- ..--
er 16. __• _•••• __•••.•• __••• __•_._. _.•• n" __n'" 1 1 _..--_ .. _...- 85 58 130 ..-.----- ..-
er 18.n•.•• , •• ________ • _•• __. __.. __. _n' 0. _ n __. ------.--- ._-_ .._-_.- 230 210 20 -- ..----- ...
er 25___• __•• _••••••• __• _. _. ___•__•• __._ ••••••••• 2 ...... _----- ....-.. ---...... - 104 50 1 _......... -

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
July
July
July
July'
July
July
Augu
Augu
Augu
AUgu
Augu
septe
septe
Septe
Septe
Septe

'Septe
Oetob
Octob
Oetob
Octob
Oetob
Oetob
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Count of fur seals ,on Bering Island by rookery guards in IB15

[No distinction made between harem bulls and idle bulls; yearlings not counted separately]

1
2
6
8
5
5
6
7
9
2
8
7

3
2
2

o
9

-

H Date Bulls Half Bachelors Cows Pups Seen in Total..-.-,- bulls the sea

---- ------------~
May 1 __________________ • _______ • ___., ..... _••••• __'" 1 ...... -_ .. ._----.--- ---------- ---------- ----------
May 9 __._ •• __________ • 00_" ._., _____, __•• ___._ .. _____ 1 1 ---------- ----..----- ---------- h·----T
May 15 _. _•• ___• ____._. ___•__••••• _. __•_____•• ___•____ 3 1 --------..- ------..--- ----..-----
May 16 ____• _•• ____•______•___•___._.__• __•__•__•__• __ 3 1 ---------- ------..--- ---------- 4
May 20. ___•_. ____u ___ hu" _____ . _00____• ______ • ____ 6 1 ---------- ----..----- ----..----- 8 1
May 23•• _. _________ •________ • ____• ______ • _. ___• ___• __ 10 5 1 5 -- ..------- 4 2
May 30 __•• __._. ____• ___• ___• _. __••• __._. _________ "'_ 16 5 1 13 ----..----- 1 3
June 1. u" ___ ..... __...____ . ______ . __ . ______ ...._.,_. 23 6 6 17 _._-.---_ .. 5 5June 4••• ______ .... _____• __• __• _______._. __" _______., 28 9 8 20 1 3 6
June 6 ______•____•• _____• _., _•• __• ___• ______ • ____•• ___ 25 9 9 25 5 9 8
June 13.00. _____• __,_ •• __00_.00_00__.00_ •• _" __00___00 26 17 18 63 28 16 I 16
June 15. ____.•• _. __" _. __•• _____••• __•_•• _____ . __• _. _. 28 18 25 79 40 27 21
June 20 .. _. ___•.. ____.,. ,"__• _. 00__" _______ . _. ____• 00 29 20 42 140 82 80 393
June 27__00__,_ 00. ___,00_" __00__00_" ___00__, __00__,_ 74 20 127 1,901 1,071 30 3,22
July 1_____ .• _____00_____ • ____.• ____________ • __• _____._ 00 20 100 2,241 1,501 100 4,05
July 4.... _. __• __• _____ • __'." __. __• _. __.• , ___•_••.• __. 93 27 100 2,331 1,521 200 4,27
July 11. ___ •____•• _. _.• ________ • __• __•.• ________ • __•___ 91 20 100 2,201 1,701 500 4,613
July 18_________ •• ____.• _. __• _______ •____.•••• __•••. _._ 99 30 100 2,561 1,600 300 4,69
July 25. ___ • _., _•• _. __••• ______ ._. __" •____• _._. _•• _"_ 116 29 419 2,989 1,700 600 5,853
August 1. __. _•. __. _•... __• __•__•__• _. _____• ____•• __. _. 92 28 130 2, 579 1,700 300 4,82
August 8_.• _.• _. __., __• _. __•_•• __"" _. ____•_. _. _•• __• 78 23 107 1,428 1,770 500 3,406
August 10_••• _. __• __•_____•_____. _. ____•. ____., _. __• __ 80 48 149 1,362 I, 193 600 3,432
August 19..__• __. _. __•• __________ • _. -,__• _•. __• _._ .• ___ 31 15 223 1,266 1,034 1,800 4,309
August 29_____ • __. __•__. _"'. _. _. _00_•. " __"" _____._ 38 21 206 967 656 400 2,088
September 4. _. _.. _'.00. __. _'00 ___• __• _•. _. __._. '" ___ 37 25 170 918 880 341 2,371
September 9 ___•.• __,00_' __._ ..nn._h ____ .". u. _'._ 46 18 274 1,078 770 ---------. 2, 186
September 18 ____.•_. ____.. _... " _____ ._ •.. ____.. _00.. 14 r. --.------- 273 1,319 ---------. 1,611
September 26. _0000 "00_ .•• _._ ... _._ •. _.• __• __." 00'" 9 4 14 186 222 1,800 2,235
October a.. _... ,. __ ._______ '. _. __ .. ' ___ . _. __ .. _.. __ '._ ---------- .-._ ... --.-- ---_.----. 800 ---------- 2,000 2,800
October 10.• __•.• _. _••• _.• _. __• _. __'" ___•__. _.•. ' __.• .. - ... --- --- -----_.-_. 950 ------_._. 1,400 2,350
October 17___•• _. __" _.. __..••. __.•••. ___•... ___•• _. _. 1 ----.- ..--- ---------- 120 115 60 292
October 23.•••__• ____•_•• ______•• ____• _____ •_.• _. _"._ ----.-_ .. - --------.- ------_.-. 22 26 10 58
October 30__• ____•• ____• _•• _. __•__• _____ • _•. _. _. _____ • ------_ ... -----_._~- - ... ------ 10 9 4 23
November 6 _____... _.. ______ ....... _.. __.. ___. _... _.. ---------- ---------- ---------- ----.----- .------_.- ----_._-.- ------.- ...

Count of fur seale on Copper Island by rookery guards in IB15

[Schedule probably misunderstood; the figures under "Idle bulls" are probably intended Corboth harem and idle bulls]

===========;===;=====;-===;==~~==---====;===._--

Date Harem
bulls

Idle
bulls

Hair
bulls

Bache
Iors Cows Pups Year

lings
Seen in
the sea Total

-,------_·-----I~·-------------------------------
May 17 ___...... __.........___•• _ ... _-_ .... _~ 4 .. - ........ - .... ----- ::::::::::I:::::::::: . ..... __ ...... - .... __ .._...... 4
May 21._ ... _......... _. __.._._._ --_ ... ----- 5 2 ~ ..---_ .._-- -----_ .... - - .. _......... 7
May 28 ... ___• ____.. _.. __• __.. ___ -- ..... -_ .. - 9 3 4 1 ...... _--_ ..- ... -._--_..- ---.... _~-~ .. 17
June 8 ___ n' __ .. _ .... ____ 00_. ___• _ _..__ ..----- 34 13 36 1 ............ _--- ........ _...... - ..-.-._ ...... - 84
June 14.•nn.... _. ___ ........ _ •• _ --_ ... _---- 71 33 78 1 ---------- -----_ ... _- ---_ .._---- 183
June 18_ ...--_..--- _.._- --_ ..----- _.- ----_ ... _-- 81 37 149 1 I _..- ......... .... - ._..... - 169
June 25 __.;. ____________....______..... _ ----_ ..---- 117 71 361 74 38 ---------- -------_.- 662
JUlie 27 _.. n _____ ._ .... __ .. __ .... _ _... _--_ .. - 117 75 546 123 65 ----.._-- -- _.... ------ 926
July 7.... _.• _.. _.... _00•• _.. ___._ ---------- 170 137 882 778 482 -------_ .. --_._----- 2,449
July 13 _.. , .. ___. __00.. _... 00"." _.- .-- - --- 211; 150 1,168 3,174 1,671 ._-- .... ---- --._--- --- 6,578
July 21. _•...••. __.··_ .. 00.·_ .. __. ----_ .. --- 223 180 2,858 4,075 2,549 --_ ... _---- ..------ --- 9,875
July 25..•. __.• _.. ·.· __.. __·-00 ... ---------- 225 188 3,617 5,378 3,206 .. _..------- ---- -_. --- 12,614
August 3 n .. n ..... _._. ____ •••••• -_. - ---_ .... 316 191 2,163 6,618 3,801 ------'60' -- ..... _---- 13,179
August 12.. _. ____.. _.. _._ .. _.. 00_ ---------- 243 172 3,760 5,038 3,900 760 14,023
August 27. ___•. u ......n· __ .... _ ---- - _.._-- 89 84 3,154 1,984 1,626 183 1,161 7,501
August 31. ... ___.. _•• _____ ..00.. _ -----_ ..~-- 218 160 3,509 4,732 2,926 161 2,318 14,024
September 3_...... ________ .. _00._ -----_ ..... - 214 168 2,822 4,468 4,647 158 2,987 15,464
September 14___________ ... ___..._

-----~~ .._- 30,~ 206 1,635 1,778 1,796 196 1,750 7,666
September 18 __ m ........ __ • _____ --_ .... _-- ..- 222 183 1,666 3,405 3,207 200 570 9,453
September 23_00_.... _.... 00..... _ --..-.-_ ..... 206 170 1,165 3,240 4,186 178 658 9,803
September'28....__• _" __"""_" ---..--_ ... - 239 202 1,282 4,678 4,630 156 750 11,037
October 7....... _•• __.. _........ _ ._-_ .._..-.- 107 103 384 2,860 3,506 173 2,785 9,918
October 12•• _.. ___•___••• __" ____ ._--_ .... _-- 167 103 345 2,797 2,675 178 3,250 9,485
October 2200. __....__••.• _._.00_. ---------- 68 78 490 2,622 2,688 119 500 6,655
October 28. _._ ..... _... __• __.... _ - _.._-- --.- 41 49 311 2,180 2,400 62 002 5,945
November 5...._u ___ •• _ .. _._._ •• 9 15 10 900 850 95 345 2,314
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Count of fur seals on Cop per-Lelasui by rookery guards in 1916
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" Date Harem Idle Hn\[ Bache- Cows Pups Year· Seon in Totalbulls bulls bulls 101's lings the sea
------------------------

May 0...... _....... ______.._____
~.------_. 2 ,·-··--·i- .... _w _____ ...... ----.... ................... ...._.............. 2May O_c.__• __________... _... _.._ _.._------- 1 6 ---------- ____ w ____ .. ------_ .... - -_ .....--_ .... 8May 23_ .. ____ .. __ ._...___....... ----_ .._--- 18 42 --------_ .. ---------- -------- ..- ._-------- 60

May 20. ____..... __............ __ -----_ ..__ .. 36 1 23 ---------- ---------- --_ .._----- ._ .... _.._.._- 60June 2______ • ___..__......._______ 63 6 52 ---------- 121June 16_____• __• ____• _____.._n __ ---------- 99 4 72 1 2 7 185
June 20___ ..._________ ........ ____ .--------- 103 82 383 257 130 7 12 1,174
July 3..._. __._ .. __........ ~...... 358 01 322 672 376 13 58 1,890
July 16..._. ___........... _. __•• _. 162 50 276 078 854 3 180 2,503
July 25•• _. ___•••••••••••• __• __••• ... - ............ - 164 33 188 595 657 16 147 1,800
August 4_____ •••• _. _•• _. _' _______ 267 34 289 2,755 2,678 ''''''i47' 1,710 7,733
August 15............... _•••• _... ......... _...... - 275 39 3,750 4,400 2,004 431 11,046August 30________n. ___._n______ -._ ..-._--- 214 163 1,136 2,600 2,324 398 846 7,681September 7___ • ____ • _____ • _______ 230 145 1,290 2,360 1,070 376 4,484 10,055September 13. ____________________ 271 75 174 1,300 2.178 1,605 335 1,675 7,613
September 26. _________ "____c_._ •• 140 81 113 2,100 2,326 1,,438 573 1,080 8,760October L ____ . _____.. ____ . ______ ---.-.--- .. 190 135 1,002 2,500 2,358 191 1.715 8,091
October. 10______ ._ ._.n __________ .----_.... _- 82 26 408 000 1,150 60 2,863 5,558
October 22._. _____•• ________• ____ ---------- 140 118 1,316 1,900 1,220 67 1,348 6,110
November 5______ ._" _. _____•• __._ --_ ...... _--- 31 6 240 270 560 _..__ ._..-..- 719 1,826
November 14_••• _. ______ • ________ ----_ .._--- 13 2 100 139 294 ---------- 133 681
November 17.____ • _____ •• __ •• ___ .

-~--- - -- -- L\ ~~ _______ 4 15 19 15 ¥~.~._.~.- 90 154November 22_m_________________
.~-.------

5 2 5 6 3 _4 •• ~ •••• _ 17 38
November 27"______ • ______ • ______ ---.-_._-- .-_.. ~_.-. -~~¥---._- -----~_... _.. _.. ~... .......... 4 4

Certain features of these extraordinary tables which otherwise might seem
incomprehensible are explained hereafter.

In the Copper Island count it will be noted that the column designated" harem
bulls" has been left blank. Evidently the official who made the count did riot under
stand the difference between "harem bulls" and "idle bulls," hence the latter may
be considered as including both categories. No such distinction was made in the
Bering Island count. However, in 1916 the Copper Island census taker actually
counted harem bulls on two dates. Thus we find enumerated on September 7
no harem bulls but 230 idle bulls; all September 13, 271 harem bulls and 75 idle
bulls; on September 25, 14!) harem bulls and 81 idle bulls; and on October I, again,
no harem bulls and 190 idle bulls. In 1918 he was evidently better instructed, for
now we find harem bulls consistently enumerated from June 28 to September 2.
In 1919, however, according to his figures, the harems lasted from July 2 to October
11, in 1920 from June 1.5 to August 30, lind in U)21 from July 27 to August 30.

Another peculiarity of the Copper Island census is the detailed figures repre
senting the seals counted in the sea off the rookeries. Thus the pretense of having
counted 7,150 seals in the water on 'August 23, 1921, will be appreciated by anyone
who has ever attempted a similar task. The Bering Island enumerator, on the
other hand, shows better judgment in this respect, since his figures, when he deals
with more than 30,are round number estimates up to 2,000, except on September 4,
1915, when he counted 341 in the sea.

Utterly hopeless asthese enumerations .are, at least one-general conclusion may
be reached, namely, that the bulls have been steadily increasing since 1911. The
bulls.form the only conspicuous class of seals that may be counted with someapproxi
mation to the actual number present. It is true that even in this regard the tables
leave much to be desired; nevertheless, the fact of the, increase can not well be
doubted. From the Copper Island tables I have compiled the.following significant
figures:
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Bulls present on Copper Island, 1915 to 1021 1

1915 1916 1918 1919 1920 1921

----------
Count between June 12 and 17________________________________ . _____________ ... __________ 104 103 287 254 404 271
Maximum count (on various dates before Aug. 15)_______________________________ ......_ 507 449 682 572 643 822
Average of the counts in July (not including half bulls) ___________________________ .. _____ 230 197 469 343 355 477

I Count for 1917missing.

Remembering what has been said about the Copper Island census taker not
understanding the difference between the categories of bulls, and without attempting
to account for the glaring inconsistencies and the lack of an even approximately
orderly increase, the significant fact remains that in un1 a maximum of .40 bulls
was counted on Copper Island. This figure, from its very smallness, can not have
been far from the actual number. We may therefore safely conclude that the
numberof males engaged in reproduction increased from)ess than 50 in 1911 to not
less than 250 in 1918 and 300 in 1921.

It must be admitted that the census of the Bering Island North Rookery is less
fantastic than that of Copper Island. The maximum of hulls for 1914 and 1915
namely, 106 and 145, respectively-may not be much out of the way, and taken in
connection with the fad that in 1911 there were said to be only 6 bulls on that rook
ery it is fully in agreement with the indications for Copper Island.

While a certain degree of credibility attaches to the estimates of bullspresent
on the rookeries, the same can not be claimed for the so-called count of cows and pups.
The figures presented are nothing but wild guesses,and are only less fantastic than
the figures presented for the seals counted at sea in front of the rookeries.. The
acme of absurdity is reached hy the Copper Island census taker who, for instance,
on August la, 16, and 23, 1921, reports, respectively, 6,090, 7,162, and 7,150 seals
sporting in the water off the Glinka rookeries.

KILLING RESUMED IN 1917

In' 1917 the five-year closed season expiredand the question of resuming killing
and determining the quota of young bachelors to be killed was being taken up by
the nuthorities in St. Petersburg: Mr. Suvorof, who made the -last examination of
the rookeries in 1911, was again sent to the Commander Islands for the purpose of
looking into conditions on the rookeries and deciding these weighty questions
accordingly.

It will he remembered that at the conclusion of the treaty in 1911, Mr. Suvorof,
on the basis of a combined eountand estimate of about 4,800 pups, made byhim
self, indulged in the hope that by 1917 the total herd might have grown to 40,000
seals'of all ages. After a combined count and estimate, presumably made upon the
same principles and according to the same methods employed by him in 1911 (see
page 315), he came to the conclusion that in 1917 the total number of-seals was about
13,500. Naturally he' was disappointed. However, before concluding this discus
sion we believe it Will be shown that on the one hand his expectation' of 40;000 was too
sanguine arid on 'the other his estimate of the size of. the herd, both in 1911 and in
1917, was too low.
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Asshown above, the great calamity of the Commander Islands during the years
preoeding1911was supposed to have been the disproportionate falling off of the bull
element, which had 'reached such a low ebb that the Russians thought it necessary
to slaughter cows by the thousands for the purpose of establishing the desired

, proportion between the sexes. It was with some satisfaction, therefore, that upon
his return in 1917 Mr. Suvorof found '~his~condition changed. It may be assumed
that thecount of the bulls is approximatelycorrect-s-at least the number is probably
not too low. He says that 572 bulls and 172 half bulls were counted, but that a
number of bulls; could notbecounted on Lehiazheand: Babitche rookeries and that
consequently the total was considerably higher. The number of harems given is
265; and thenumber of cows per harem about 18:8, but inasmuch as the uncounted
bulls on the two rookeries were not included in the calculation the average harem
was even .smaller (though it is not explained how the pups could have been counted
on rookeries where the bulls could not be counted). ' Bearing in mind that the average
harem in 1911 was supposed to be over 96, this reduction to 18 or less in 1917 is
certainly astonishing.vespecinlly if we compare it with what took place on the
Pribilofs during the same period and under the sameconditions, where.with allot
unduly depleted bull stock in 1911, the average harem in'1917 had not been lowered
below 26 cows. '

The conclusion is therefore inescapable that if the number of bulls Was even
approximately correct that of the breeding cows was estimated too low. This is
the more plausible because of thernethods used in taking the census, as remarked
before. -Inevitably the number of pups was underestimated both in 1911 andiil
1917. ,In the latter year for the first time Mr. Suvorof proceeded on the theory
that the number of blackpups on the rookeries is equivalent to the number of breed
ingoows. 'His figure for, the two classes of seals for 1917 was 4,982." It would
not be surprising if ,this were an undervaluation of 20 per cent.

:While it is admitted that ,the estimates made by Mr. .Suvorofin 191'iand 1917
are comparable with each other because they were made according to the same
principles and 'methods, ino 'value whatever can be attached to the figures given
for each of the intermediate years based upon the enumerations-madeby the local
authorities.' The figures received in St. Petersburg during the years 1912 to :1916
(except 1915, for which 'none wereeubmitted) are- given by Suvorof-inun article
publishedvin 1916 (Viostnik Rybopromyshlenhosti,voL 31; Sept., 1916, p;446)',
as follows:

. :Compal'ison of figures 7'ece'ived in St. Petersburg for Commander Islands seal herir ;

9

I These figures are those given by suvoror: the actual summation gives 10,805 and 14,147, respectively.

, ;

; Class of seals 1912 1913 1914 1916..
--- ---

Buns••••••• ~,. •••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••.•.••..••••.•••••••• 37 64 249 533
Half bulls.'.nC"....n.n __ •n ••n'n' •••••••• n •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 19 74 255 252
Cows............... n •• __ •• __ • __ .......... n •••••""'" n •••_"" _ •• n ••••••••• __ ••• 5,329 5,240 4,983 3,326

~~ac1~1~~ft.~:::I:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 5,212 5,000
"

4,647 4,671
375 783 671 1,365

Seen In water•••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• , --_ ..... _-- ._.-.---_.. ...........---- 4,000

Total ••••• ',"'" ~ ••••••_••• _•••• _•• ~ ••••••••••. ~,••.••••: •• .:••••••.••••••••.•••
------------

10,972 , 11,16,1 I 10,775 I 14, 16

,-
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Just what relation these..figures bear, to. the official counts.i.the absurdity of
which has beendemonstrated.above, can not be stated, butnosysteln' of calculation
or interpretation can possiblyproduce cnedible figures for those years.« Mr. Suvorof,
after his visit in 1917, submitted the following figures:" for breeding females: '

191L_n_nn .,__~n_ 4,83911914_;_., .,.__~_~-,•.-----~~ 4,872 ....
1912 5,2341916 ~~ 4,769
1913 4,860 1917 ~~-------.,---- 4,982' ,

He thus came to the conclusion that while the male.life had .progressed satis
factorily, the number of females practically remained stationary, and he. .tried to
explain this alleged fact by the curious assumption that pelagic sealing. had caused
a great surplus of superannuated cows, which, after pelagic sealing Ceased, died off
as fast as new ones were born; but he failed to explain how old cows would have a
better chance to escape the pelagic sealers than young ones. The true explanation
seems to be that the Russians reckoned with a lower mortality than experience has
shown to occur. The whole history of the fur-seal industry of the Commander
Islands seems to indicate, that the normal mortality of the Russian herd during the
migration .season is even higher than that .of the American herd; but.if ,that is true,
the expectation for 1917, based on Suvorof's own estimate of the living black pups in
1911, should not greatly exceed the number he reported having found in that year."

The total number .of seals present on the Commander Islands rookeries in
1917 according to his calculation was 13,267. !thas already been said that his
figures for1911 probably were too low, and also that those given for 1917 are-cor
respondingly low. This belief is based, first, on the conviction that the combination
count-estimate of black pups, from the way it was undertaken, must have fallen
considerably short of.theactual number, and, second, on.the fact that his calcula
tions, at least those of 1911, did not take into consideration the number of. seals
that remain' at sea during ,th.e whole season. With these probabilities in mind, we
have indulged in the following speculation:

Assuming for 1911 an undervaluation of 10 per centIn the number of black
pups alleged to have been on the Commander Islands rookeries at that time, viz,
4,661"westart with a round number of 5,100, and, acceptingthe count of 46 bulls
at.its face value we would.be.justified in estimating.the.total number of seals of all
the other classes to have been, in 1911, including those absent. at sea,' as .follows:

Cows , ______ __ _ __ 5, 100 .

~~i~ =~:_s_-:_-_~~.:=:====::=====.:=:==.:===.:===.:.:=====.:===.:=== 5, l~~Bachelors 1,350

2-year-old females , n n_n nn __nn ~ nn_n___ 1,200
Yearling females nn n_ n un n n n __nn 1,275
Yearling males , , n n n n n n nn______ 1,275,

:-1·1~.

Total ------ 15,346

. II '):'heseflgures diller somewhat (rom his tabulation given above. .

. II His own estimate In i916 as to how many might be expected In 1917 was 5,830 cows (Vlestnlk Rybopromyshlennoskl,
vol. 31, 1916, p. 448).
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:, I "Assuming againe mortality-equal to that believed to occur in the Pribilof
herd, the Commander Islands ,herd in 1917 should have been composed 'somewhat
as follows: '"

Cows c i " ~ _' '__" .:_" .:__ '_ " u _ _ _ _ _ 6, 640
Blackpups " 6,640

Bulls (harem, surplus, and idle) un u _ __ __ 800
Bachelors u ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 5, 708
2-year-old females u u u_u u__ 1, 609
Yearlingfemales 2,06~

Yearling males u _ u" n _ u u _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2, 052

Total , ~ 25, 515

Mr. Suvorof's figures for 1917, are as follows:
Cows __ " ,___________________________________________________ 4, 982
Pups ~ ~ ., -' '____ 4, 982'

Bulls (harem, surplus, and idle) over nu " u ~ n _u U 744
Bachelora, " ~ oC_ .. L_:__ "_-'_" _' "_ 2,559

, :,It wip be noted 'that he left out th~ yearlings,' which, according to my figures,
should have amounted to 4,118, as well as the 2-yearvirgins, 1,609, a total of 5,727
seals no'i, .accounted for. "Presumably the 2,559 bachelors enumerated are those
~HPposed to be seen on ,or about the rookeries without, accounting for those absent
on the feeding grounds. Suvorof expressly stated that the number of seals on all
.t:h~ rookeries in 1917 was about 13,267, and that the total number in the Commander
islands herd was16,957.' With the above explanation it will be seen thatth~r~is
less discrepancy between the figures than is apparent at first glance. At any rate,
it seems certain that the number of seals of all: classes present on the rookeries,

, including pups, yearlings, and 2-year-old females, did not exceed 18,000.
The question now presented itself asto the number of seals to be killed in

1917. As already noted, Article XII of the fur-seal treaty stipulates that during
the last 10 years of that convention not less than 5 per cent of the total number of
seals on the Russian rookeries and hauling grounds will be killed annually, pro
vided that said 5 per cent does not exceed 85 per cent of the 3-year-old male seals
hauling in such year. '

Suvorof's figures indicate that at least 2,559 bachelors hauled out during that
year, but apparently he did not ascertain the relative number of the various year
classes, which would, ipfact, have been.an.impossible task. It is thought, however,
that no matter what figures we accept for the total the number of 3-year-old males
hauled out did not exceed 700. The Russians would consequently not have been
required tokill mqrethaJ;l 600 seals all told; but that article of the treaty provides
further that if the total number or seals frequenting the Russian islands in any
year falls below 18,000, as enumerated by official count, killing may be suspended,
It is taken for granted that by "frequenting" the treaty means hauling &:l;1ho1'e,
'for surely nobody, not even an official count, can enumerate the thousands of
seals remaining hundreds of miles away at sea without going ashore. ,As stated
above, it is almost certain that even under the highest estimate the number
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of-seals hauling. out on the .Commanden Islands in 1917, did.inot exceed 18,000.
Nevertheless, the Russians decidedrto proceed. with .the killing",.Mr.$llvorof
gives the following result:

Seals killed on the Commander Islands in 1917

- -

Classes .Bering Copper Total
! Island 1 Island

------, ~
3-year-old males ______ nnn___ '00 __ • __ .0000 _",00. _nnn_n ______ • __ 00 _____ 00 ___ :n._ • _____ on 296 238 534
4-~ear-old' males_____ • 00 00' ____ , _ 00 ____ 00. __ 00 __ 00 ___ n __ • __ 00 n __ .. _ n _______________ 00 ________ 4

.,
211 215Half bulls._~ ~ _~- ___________ •_________ •______________ , ______________________•________________ •___

~ .. _, .... "'! .. -."'!- 36 36Bulls _____ 00 __ 000000_. 00 __ • _____ 00 00 ___ 00_ 00 ___ , _____ n ___ • n ________ 00 _____ 00 _____ ." _00 ___ • ___ 17 17Cows ___ •__ .n__ 00 ___ • __ • ___ 00 ______ 0000 ____ 0000 __ n_n __________________________ • _00 ____ • ______ 6 3 II
Total _~n~_ •• _____ 0000 ___ • __ 00 _n_ nn_n'n _______.nn________ 00 _____ • '_00 n ___ 00 __ 00 ___

---
306' 004 810

I From tbe "akts" In tbe Bering Island archives tbe seals on tbat island were 'chiefly taken 1n throe drives: 'July'18. 61l; July 26,
162; and Aug. 3, 88seals.

The few females were killed accidentally or because they were "sickly," and
the bulls and half bulls to reduce the dangerous excess of these classes.

The latter fact is the most eloquent demonstration of the value ofthe treaty
in .: protecting. the, .Commander Islands.seals against pelagic~ealing. The .amazing
reduction of bullsbefore 1911;\vlrlch even servedthe. Russians' as an excuse Jor the
desperate expedient of the wholesale killing of breeding ferruiies, w~s notonly over
come, but it was ..even found n~cessary ,tokill off some of the sup'erfluous adult
males to protect the cows and, PllPS agains t' the dangers resul£ingfrom the 'cro\'vdiiig
and fighting of the bulls.' . "p' . .', .' ','. ' " " ,

.In order to complete as far as possible the history' ofthesealing)n 19F, ~h~
following details relating to the drives on North Rookery are given: ,. '. ., . I

~ , . ' . ., ; j .

Weight of skins taken in 'driveon North Rookery, Bering. I~lana, July 18, 1917
, -==-

Olass Welgbt Number i Class i : W~lgbt Number
In pounds of skins In pounds 'ofskins

, , • ;/j I •, ~

Bacbelors. __ ••• _':_.________-. _____ •-._,'_.~
"

6~ , 1
Bac~~~:s::.:~:::::::::::::::~::::::::::: :8U . 1DOn._._._______________ •____________ 6 1 '8~ 6Do __"~_ •••• ~_~ _______ , ____ , ____ •___,._ 6!4 1 :B:i~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~'~I' ,.2

Do_._o_~._._. ___ •• ____ " •• __ •_______ • ~ 4 3
Do ...........~ ... _- .......... ",:,. _.._..~ __ ....__ _............. 6~ " 6 ~ . .B:i:'::::::::::~::: :::::::::::::::: :~: IIU 2Do....____ '00_ 0_' __ 00 ___ • __ 00 __ -,_____ 7

, 7 972 2Dou____ •• ______ •_______ •__ •_________ 7U II Do_ II~ 1

.~g::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 7~ 3

I
Oows. __ =.:::::::::: ::::::::::-::::::::::: 1072 1

7 ~ 7 TotaL_ ~_... ~_._n~__ • ___ ... _______
-.-'-.-,. .. 61.8 3.

"
. .1 .. '

Count bf seal80n North Robkery,'Bering Island; July i1ls,'1'Bt 7
, '. . . ", .:...:--....:._~ · .•~:...L...L- .....;_~ __ ..~.:......_Cm.

j Mail' . Bd1sbol In water
Hauling ob' I or on
ground i ~1V1lt, ' ,SIV\l~cb: outlying Tots!

'Kamen Kamen rocks
:, ;: "':

I or these, 69 bachelors and 1 cow were killed, as shown In preceding table, lind 26 3-year-old baeaelcrs were branded on tbe
shoulder wltb the figure 7.
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On July 25, 1917, there was another drive on North Rookery! Bering Island,
in which 152bachelol's were killed. On the succeeding day the following count
was made:

Count of sealson North Rookery, Beriruj.Lsland, July 26, 1917

Classof seals Reef
In water,

Sivutchi 'or on "Total
Kamen outlying

rocks

--------------"---'--'------"----'-----~-----I·-- ---,----.--
Bulls.~ ~.:_.,•...,.,•. ~ , .: : ,.................... 1l(Y 14 .
Half bulls............................................................................ 31l 1 .. ~ .

g~~~I.~~~~::::: ~::::::::: :':~:::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1,m Q~ ::::::::::

~:~!~~!tfi~~~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~'.~~.~ ~~~. ::::::~i5:

124
40

173
1,41(\
1,377

35
210

TotaL.•· ~ _._.~~I--:ZW~

On the same rookery a drive on August 3, 1917, yielded 87 bachelor skins,
minimum weight 6 pounds, maximum weight g!4 pounds, and 1 cow-skin weighing
6 pounds. ;

TIlE 'COl',rl\fANDER ISLANDS AI~TER 1917

. While the so~newhat exaggerated expectations were not realized, nevertheless
there had been noticeable progress} and the outlook for the future was undoubtedly
promising. Commercial killing had been resumed and with. proper .managemenf
from then' on should have, become a steadily increasing source of revenue; 'The
total of 810 skins taken was obtained from those age categories of seals that were
pract.ieally nonexistent fiveyears before, In 1911 in order to obtain 200 skins it
was necessary, to kil1200 cows; in 1917 four times as many young bachelors were
killed without difficulty, and not only with no danger to the future welfare of the
herd but to its decided advantage. Evidently the restoration of the Commander
Islands fur-seal herd was only a question of time. ,Unforeseer'l complications, how-
eve~, intervened.tothe greu;t,de~rimcnt.ortheherd. "

With the Russillnrev{;lution of' March 15, 1917, It new chap tor in the history
of the seal herd was inaugurated, "Tho immediate result on the islands was the
retiromentof the old officers. In HJ20, after tho Bolshevik Soviet Republic had
taken over the RussianGovernment, piotr Aloksaudrovitch Khramof', as the head
agent for the.fisheries and scaling industry, was sent to the islands. He arrived at
Bering Island on, September 6 und afterward made his headquarters on Copper
Island. He was young, enthusiastic, and energetic, but, without experience.

Qn October 24, 1920, two Bolshevikrepresentatives of the Communist Govern
mentof Kamchatka in Pctropaulski arrived. They stayed on Bering Island long
enough to organize It Communist Government and ther .doparted.

. In th,e spring of 19fH two representatives of the Soviet, of theEastern Republic
were landed .at the islands. To them the natives of Bering Island delivered tho
furs taken during the, winter of 1920-21, to boeonvertcd intosupplies of various
kinds. According to the official receipt issued to the fisheries agent on ,May 27,
1921, the following furs were taken: 614 good blue fox skins, 2 damaged blue and
6 white fox skins, besides 4 whole skins and 1 damaged skin of gray fur-seal pups
and 1 skin from It full-grown seal found dead.
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In the meantime the Soviet Government in Vladivostok had been superseded
by a" white" one and plans were laid for the supression of the Kamchatkan Federal
Republic in Petropaulski. The "white" government in Vladivostok was in turn
overthrown by the forces of the" Chita Government," or the so-called Far Eastern
Republic, during October, 1922. Shortly afterwards the Petropaulski Government
was also deposed and the whole Coast Province, including Kamchatka and the
Commander Islands, was again in the hands of the Ii red" or Soviet Republic.

The details as to what took place on the Commander Islands since 1917 have
been set forth in order that the conditions on the Russian fur-seal islands during
this highly critical period, when the seal herd needed the most careful nursing, may
be fully understood. As will be seen, it was mainly a period of instability and lack
of authority and discipline. The natives had been taught not to pay any attention
to the orders of the officials, and naturally ali law and regulation practically ceased.

That under such circumstances complete chaos did not ensue speaks well for the
common sense of the natives, yet it was but natural that the seal herd should suffer
much as it did during the "interregnum" from 1868 to 1871 (Asiatic Fur Seal
Islands, p. 117). Alcohol now, as then, played an important role. The natives,
unrestrained by the strong arm of the Russian officials, would sacrifice anything
for the chance to get drunk. With the many vessels of varying allegiance
Japanese and "white" and "red" Russinns-touching at the islands, there was
no lack of supply, and the means of obtaining the much desired alcohol were the
furs of seals, foxes, and sea otters surreptitiously killed and secretly stored away.
The number of fur-seal skins disposed of in this way by the natives may not have
been very great because of their bulk and the difficulties connected with curing
them, but there is reason to believe that in 1919, 1920, and early 1921 there were
shipped fur-seal skins in considerable quantity of which no official records were
kept.

Of course, all these transactions being illegal, it was next to impossible to
obtain definite and reliable data. Even the crews of the Japanese men-of-war
that visited, the islands several times each year were reported to trade extensively
with the natives, obtaining furs in exchange for liquor and old clothes. Copies
of official reports to that effect were furnished the writer.

With the practical abandonment of the naval seal patrol by the Russians after
the revolution, the seal pirates began their destructive work again, but while before
the treaty of 1911 it was lawful for them to sell their skins in the markets of at
least three of the contracting powers, they were now compelled to dispose of their
illegal catches surreptitiously. Consequently, while formerly it was possible to
demonstrate by figures the pelagic losses of the seal herd, it is now only a matter
of conjecture how many skins were taken at sea and in raids on the rookeries.
If it be recalled with what boldness the seal pirates operated about the islands in
1911 (see pages 316 to 318) almost in the presence of the Russian men-of
war, it may easily be understood that during the critical years of the revolution
and after, when no naval authority was there to check them, their activities and
recklessness increased from year to year.
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Schooners were hovering around the islands and were sighted from time to
time by the natives when the fog lifted long enough to afford a clear view of the
ocean, but as to their catches nothing definite is known. It was only when the
crews attempted raiding the seals on shore and were discovered in the act by the
rookery guards that tangible facts became available. Thus in 1921 North Rookery,
on Bering Island, was raided. The schooner escaped, but five Japanese sealers
were caught on shore, and were afterwards taken off by a Japanese transport
and presumably taken to Japan and given a trial according to the treaty.

In 1922 no less than four schooners were observed hanging around the rookeries.
On July 11 a Japanese schooner anchored off the seal rookery on Copper Island
and sent a boat ashore with five armed men who started killing seals. The native
rookery guards, who had been watching the performance from behind the rocks,
suddenly descended on the beach and seized the boat, at the same time firing at
the landing party, who ran away. The natives also shot at the schooner, which
was compelled to weigh anchor and disappear, leaving the captain and the owner, as
well as the senior machinist, behind. They, with two sailors, surrendered to the
guards the next day and were taken to the main village of the island, where they
were locked up by the fisheries agent.

Less than two weeks after this affair another schooner anchored off the
rookery near the southeastern end of the island less than 300 feet from shore and
was caught, together with the captain, the owner, and the entire crew, 14 men
altogether. On board the schooner were found 96 fresh sealskins and 5 live blue
foxes, which it was stated had been caught on Bering Island where the schooner's
men had also been ashore.

It is not even necessary to give credence to the assertion that the natives had
on occasion accepted whisky from the raiders in return for permission to kill seals
in order to understand that with the lawlessness and the loosening of all obligations
which followed the revolution, as set; forth above, the slow but sure increase of the
seal herd up to 1917 met with a decided check, so great in fact that orders were given
in 1921 immediately to stop all offioialkilling of seals on land. A report at that time
represented the exact number of seals on the Bering Island rookery as being 4,339,
including the newborn. On Copper Island the day of inspection was very warm .
and besides it was very late in the season after the harems had broken up, hence
only an approximate estimate could be made, the total number of seals there being
estimated at 6,000. As the total for both islands consequently fell far below the
18,000 stipulated in the treaty prohibiting further killing seemed justified.

The writer was assured the Bering Island census of 1921 had been made
I' head by head," and that it was not a mere estimate. It was taken on August 16.
1921, and the detailed figuresfollow:

Old bulls____________________________________________________________ 48
youngbulls_________________________________________________________ 60
Half bulls -__________________________________ 56
Bachelors___________________________________________________________ 418
Cows - _- 2,221
Blackpups 1,438
yearlings -------------____________ 98

Total 4,339
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Experts will knowhow to value this "count," and the writer calls attention
merely to the curious proportion of cows and black pups, there being nearly half
more of the former than of the latter, a feature that characterizes so many of the
Russian estimates.

How the estimate of 6,000 seals for Copper Island was arrived at is not known,
but it was certainly not based upon the periodical count of the rookery guards,
which for August 16, the same date as the above Bering Island count, gave the
following figures:

Harem bulls.; _
Bulls without harems _
Half bulls _
Bachelors _
Cows _
Black pups _
Yearlings _
In the water_~ _

118
264
220

1, 381
2, 680
2, 200

80
7, 162

TotaL 14,105

Counting the 7,162 seals in the water must be regarded as an astonishing per
formance, but does not inspire great confidence in the accuracy of the rest of the
count. However, disregarding these fantastic figures, in view of the status of the
rookeries as the writer found them in 1922 we have no hesitation in accepting the
statement that in 1921 there were less than 18,000 seals frequenting the rookeries
and that there was ample justification for stopping the killing of seals for skins.

NUMBER OF SEALS KILLED ON TIlE COMMANDER ISLANDS BETWEI~N 1917 AND Hl22

Unfortunately complete official returns as to the number of skins taken since
land killing was resumed in 1917 until it was again stopped in 1921 have not been
available. The writer has seen only Mr. Suvorof''s figures for 1917, as given above,
embracing the killings on both islands, amounting to 810 skins. In the Bering Island
archives were found reports of killings on that island only for 1918 andI 919, .and with
regard to these it is not certain that they are complete. For Hl20 we know of no
record except a statement said to have been taken from "A report published by the
special delegation of the Far Eastern Siberian Republic to the Washington Conference,
1922," to the effect that the production of fur-seal skins on the Commander.Islands
during 1920 was 1,000, probably only an approximate figure, which may 01' may not
include 813 skins shipped by A. S. Yakum in the Admiral Zavoilco in May, 1921, as
the Magnit took 400 skins away from' Bering Island on September tl, 1920. On
Boring Island in 1920 the natives were given permission to kill 100 seals, but
they killed 400. These were the skins shipped on the1ffagn1:t. The Yana, in October,
1920, took the skins of 73 half bulls and 6 bachelors, and in Petropaulskiwe were
informed that the sailors of the Yana brought" a lot of dried sealskins." It was
also said that 52 skins were landed there is 1921 from the [{amchatkaMaru.

On Bering Island the following killings were made in 1918: July 16, 115
bachelors, and July 24, 187 bachelors and 1 half bull, a total of 30:3 skins; and in
1919: July 3, 107 bachelors, and July 7,68 bachelors, a total of 175. In 1921, 66 seals
were killed July 7 on Bering Island for food and leather for the natives, 'and 32
seals were killed for the same purposes on Copper Island.
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WhEm the W:rlter left the Commander Islands on August 8, 1922, no seals'had been
killeddfficially, nor was there any evidence in the Bering Island salt house that
any I skins had been salted,' and the natives complained bitterly over the lack of
ft~shmeat. We were informed shortly afterwards that a killing of 500 seals on
both islands for food would' be permitted later. The killing of over 2,700 seals is
thus accounted for. To this number about 1,000 probably should be added for
Copper Island during 1918 and 1919.

CONCLUSIONS

Taking all the above facts into consideration, there should be no surprise over
the fact that the Commander Islands seal herd has not recuperated as rapidly as has
thePribilof herd. Thewriter's dismay at the sight of North Rookery on Bering Island
on July 28, 1922, was primarily due to the fact that it had not been seen since 1897
an'd rio information giving an adequate idea of the conditions as they existed in 1911,
the year of the seal treaty, had been received. It was, of course, known to me in a
general way that the herd was then in a serious state, and even that females had been
killed, but nothing had reached Washington to make one realize the full extent of
the disaster. Furthermore, the complete story of the depredations that have
t~ken place since 1917, the number of seals killed on land and at sea during those
years of lawlessness, and the lack of authoritative control on all sides probably
never will be known; but allowing for all this, there seems to be-a further circum
stance which may have had a baneful influence in retarding or even checking the
rehabilitation of the Commander Islands rookeries.

The northward movement of the two seal herds in the spring along the American
and the Japanese coasts, respectively, is approximately alike on both sides. How
ever, as has been pointed outheretofore, IS the Commander Islands seals offthe Japanese
coast in the spring congregate in relatively greater masses and for a longer time in
certain limited areas, a circumstance that makes them much more susceptible to
close offshore attack.

At the beginning of May the seals commence to crowd the Gulf of Mororan,
between Hondo and Yezo, and for nearly three weeks they are assembled here,
during which time the heaviest damage is done to the herd. Toward the end of
May the seals move northeastward along the coast of Yezo, comparatively near
land, making a last stand to the east of Iturup about the middle of June.

The islands of Yezo and Iturup are the home of the Ainos, the aborigines of
this region. Now, Article IV of the treaty.of July 7, 1911, provides as follows:

It is further agreed that the provisions of this Convention shall not apply to Indians, Ainos,
Aleuts, or other aborigines dwelling on the coast of the waters mentioned in Article I, who carry
on pelagic sealing in canoes not transported by or used in connection with other vessels, and
propelled entirely by oars, paddles, or sails, and manned by not more than five persons each, in
the way hitherto practiced and without the use of firearms; provided that such aborigines are
not in the employment of other persons, or under contract to deliver the skins to any person.

In practice this article is probably the easiest to evade in the whole treaty.
It has been found so on the American side. Effective control is very difficult, and
there is a strong suspicion that every provision of the article is being violated.

II Asiatic Fur-Seal Islands, p. 263and PI. 113,
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Dr. G. Dallas Hanna says,!' referring to this question, that dispatches in the daily
press indicate that the figures as to the number of fur seals killed at sea under the
treaty provisions are assuming proportions little short of alarming. Of course,
official information as to the illegal killing and disposal of the skins can not be
obtained, but the loss to the herd, especially as such a large percentage of the seals
thus killed undoubtedly consists of gravid females, can readily be appreciated.
If conditions are thus unsatisfactory on the American side there is no reason to
believe that they are better on the Asiatic side, since in view of the peculiar bunching
of the seals there, as stated above,the losses are probably proportionately greater.
If there is ground for believing that the mainstay class of the Pribilof herd has been
reduced in a single season by over 1 per cent," the losses to the Commander Islands
herd presumably exceed that figure considerably. The future prospects for the
Russian fur-seal herd are thus less bright than for the American herd. The annual
mortality is almost certainly greater, hence the recuperative power of the herd is
correspondingly less.

This condition can be remedied only by a more effective control at sea according
to Article VII of the treaty, both during the spring migration and the breeding season
of the seals, as well as by a strict enforoement of Article IV. With regard to the
latter, the only rational remedy would be the revocation of the privilege of the
aborigines to take seals at sea, as suggested by Dr. Hanna.

II Report of U. 8. Commissioner of Fisheries. 1921 (1922). Appendix VI. p. 110.
16 Hanna, op. cit.


